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Summary 

It had been customary to divide variable stars into three classes: erup

tive, pulsating, and eclipsing. It has recently been realized that there exists 

a fourth class of 'rotating variable stars' to which RS Canum Venaticorum 

systems belong. The most important characteristic of RS CVn systems in the 

optical region is the variable light curve arising from rotational modulation 

by spotted areas on the stellar photosphere. 

The present work was started with the aim of obtaining multiband pho

tometric observations covering the entire phases of light curve for a few se

lected RS CVn stars and to use our database in conjunction with published 

observations to numerically model the light curves with a view to deriving 

physical parameters. Though RS eVn characteristics were first detected in 

double-lined spectroscopic binaries, later many single-lined spectroscopic bi

naries were found. We have selected two single-lined and two double-lined 

binaries for our investigation. All four are non-eclipsing close binaries: DM 

UMa and II Peg are single-lined, whereas V711 Tau and UX Ari are double

lined. All these objects are known to show HO:' as pure emission feature 

above the continuum at all times. This is a clear signature of chromospheric 

activity. So it was decided to supplement the photometric data with H 0'. 

spectroscopy. 

The thesis has been divided into eight chapters. The first chapter con

tains a general introduction to RS eVn systems and a short description of 

their observational characteristics at wide wavelength regions. This chap

ter also includes a brief discussion of other variable stars which mimic RS 

eVns in chromospheric activity and irregular light variation. A report of 

the present study is also given. The second chapter describes the method of 
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observations and data reduction. 

The method of least squares using differential correction was employed 

to solve the light curves. Chapter 3 deals with the method. It gives a short re

view of the existing spot models available in the literature, the mathematical 

formulation of our method and some of its salient features. When observa

tions are available in more than one wavelength band, the present method 

allows the simultaneous determination of the spot temperature along with 

the other parameters. In this respect our method is superior to other pub

lished methods. The computer program in Fortran developed by us is fairly 

general; there is no restriction either on the number of discrete spots, or on 

their latitudes or longitudes. Further, the temperature of the spots may be 

treated as either known or unknown, in which case it may be either the same 

for all the spots or different for different spots. 

BV photometry of DM UMa was obtained on a total of 96 nights. It 

is analysed along with the observations available from 1979 onwards. The 

results are presented in chapter 4. All the data are analysed in terms of the 

spot model. This is the first time that such an extensive dataset has been 

used for an RS CVn star. The modelling indicates a slow migration of the 

spots in latitude towards the equator from 1984 onwards, and a decrease 

in the spot area during the same period. Note that this result is contrary 

to what is observed in the sun. Phases of light minima of DM UMa lie on 

four well separated lines and all of them show migrations towards decreasing 

orbital phases. We find that the lifetime of a spot group can be as short as 

about two years. During the period of our observations the H a emission is 

well correlated with the photometric phase in the sense that the emission is 

more intense near the light curve minimum. An optical flare event has also 

been detected in this object. 

Chapter 5 deals with the other non-eclipsing single-lined spectroscopic 

binary, II Peg. An analysis of the data shows that on most occasions during 

the period 1974-91 there were two prominent spots or spot groups present 

on the surface of the active component. We could identify a total of six spot 

groups and their lifetimes range from two to seven years. The migration of 

the phase of light minimum has both direct and retrograde motions; this is in 
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contrast to the behaviour of the other objects studied. At larger amplitudes 

the brightness at minimum is found to decrease and the brightness at maxi

mum to increase. Chugainov's observations in 1974 however do not confOrm 

to this trend. The maximum light level in V was close to 7.35 mag during 

1976-85. From 1986 onwards we find that it has secularly increased; it was 

7.25 mag during 1989. The H a observations indicate that II Peg, like DM 

UMa, also shows a very strong and asymmetrical emission line. The emission 

is variable and modulated with the photometric phase. Our H a data show 

that the star has a tendency for flaring up during the photometric minimum. 

The observations and analysis of the double-lined spectroscopic binary 

V711 Tau are discussed in chapter 6. BV photometry was obtained on a total 

of 120 nights. The mean light level of the syst"em during 1982-91 was found 

to be about 0.05 mag bright,er than that during 1975-82. We attribute this 

to a global reduction in the spot area: Phases of light minima lie on two inde

pendent near-straight lines, implying that spots are predominantly confined 

to two different latitude belts. The lifetime of a centre of activity is more 

than 15 years. The amplitude of the light curve is highly variable and shows 

a cyclic behaviour with a period of about three years. At larger amplitudes 

the brightness at maximum and minimum shows the same behaviour as that 

of II Peg; both of them converge to 6. V"",1.55 mag at very low amplitudes. 

The possible scenarios are discussed. The H a observations indicate that the 

emission strengths are variable. No modulation either with orbital phase or 

with photometric phase is found during the period of our observations. 

UX Ar~ is the subject of chapter 7. The star was observed photometri

cally on a total of 101 nights. We find that B - V is phase dependent with 

the system being reddest at the light maximum. The investigation shows 

that the B - V variations arise as a result of the variable fractional contri

bution by the hotter component (G5 V) to the total light of the system. At 

larger amplitudes of the light turves the behaviour of both light maximum 

and minimum is quite similar to that of Y711 Tau. The spectroscopic obser

vations at H a region show a sudden drop in the emission equivalent width 

around the phases 0.8-1.0. 

Finally in chapter 8 the results of the present study are summarized, and 
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further prospects briefly touched upon. Doppler imaging technique would 

give independent information on the distribution of spots on the stellar sur

face. However this can be applied to only fast rotators. ,'file stress the need 

for coordinated multiwavelength observations to answer some of the rela.ted 

problems. 

Chapters, figures and tables are numbered sequentially all throughout. 

The references are given at the end. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. Historical introduction 

The recognition that RS Canum Venaticorum type stars form a separate 

subgroup of variable stars came in 1946 when Struve pointed out that these 

binaries show Ca II Hand]{ emission lines ().). 3933, 3969) (Struve 1946). 

In these objects the emissions are much stronger than would be expected in 

typical single stars of the same spectral type. The emissions arise from a 

late G or early K component of the binary and reflect the orbital motion of 

that component. The candidates for this group of stars increased with the 

work of Hiltner (1947) and Gratton (1950). Later in a study of the absolute 

dimensions of eclipsing binaries Plavec & Grygar (1965) found that a few of 

them, namely RS CVn, WW Dra, Z Her, AR Lac, and SZ Psc stood apart 

from the rest of the binaries; in these systems both the components are late

type and detached; and the mass ratios are about unity. Further studies by 

Popper (1970) and Oliver (1974) strengthened the arguments in favour of 

the existence of this group. Extensive photometric studies of the eclipsing 

binary RS CVn by Chisary & Lacona (1965) and Catalano & Rodono (1967, 

1969) paved the way for the classification of a new group of variable stars 

with RS CVn as the prototype. 

Hall (1976) suggested the following observational criteria to pick out 
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RS CVn systems after examining the various characteristics of 24 similar 

well observed systems then available: (i) Orbital periods range from 1-14 

days. (ii) Strong Ca II Hand]{ emissions. (iii) The hotter star is of 

spetral type F or G, and luminosity class V or IV. The cooler star is of 

spectral type late G or early K, and luminosity class III-IV. 

An increase in the number of RS CV n candidates has highlighted the 

inadequacy of Hall's criteria. It is now known that a number of these systems 

are single-lined spectroscopic binaries (e.g., II Peg, DM UMa) where the 

nature of the secondary is not known. Moreover, there are systems with 

periods longer than 14 days (e.g., ( And, .A And). The active components in 

the above systems have the same observational characteristics of the binaries 

considered by Hall. 

Thus we can distinguish an RS CV n from the rest of variables if it 

exhibits the following observational characteristics (Fekel, Moffett & Henry 

1986). 

(i) Binarity with a late-type giant-subgiant component. 

(ii) Variable light curves arising from the rotational modulation not at

tributable to pulsation, eclipses, or ellipticity. 

(iii) Variable and enhanced chromospheric activity. 

RS CVn stars have attracted much attention due to their peculiarities 

at wide wavelength regions. Apart from the presence of strong Ca II Hand 

J{ emissions in the optical region, these objects show intense coronal X-ray 

emission and very strong radio flares (Spangler et a1. 1977; Feldman et a1. 

1978; Walter et a1. 1980; Linsky 1988). 

2. X-ray and ultraviolet emissions 

RS CVn systems are the most luminous nondegenerate late-type stellar 

X-ray sources. After the discovery of strong soft X-ray emission from the RS 

CVn system UX Ari by HEAO-1 (Walter, Charles & Bowyer 1978), regular 

X-ray observations of these objects have been started. Charles (1983) has 

reviewed the 'high energy picture' of RS CV n systems. These systems exhibit 

greatly enhanced coronal activity. The X-ray emission indicates a coronal 

temperature of 107 K which is almost an order of magnitude higher than the 
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values found for the quiet sun coronal structures. 

X-ray spectroscopy of the highly active RS CVn systems shows multi

temperature spectra indicating that the emission originates from two physi

cally distinct regions, one of which is at a typical solar temperature while the 

other is at a considerably higher temperature. The line emission is consistent 

with solar abundances of the heavy elements. Observations of X-ray flares 

from six RS CVn systems namely, V711 Tau, DM UMa, II Peg, HD 8357, 

HD 101379, an.d V532 Cen suggest extremely energetic events with peak soft 

X-ray luminosities ranging from 6 x 1030 to 1033 erg S-1. Similar flare events 

have been detected as enhanced ultraviolet emission line fluxes in several 

systems (V\Teiler et al. 1978; Simon et a.l. 1980; Baliunas et al. 1984; Buzasi 

et al. 1987; Simon & Sonneborn 1987; Linsky 1988). 

High resolution International Ultraviolet Explorer spectra have provided 

important informations on RS CVn stars. The study of the inhomogeneous 

structure of stellar atmosphere by making use of chromospherically active 

stars in a binary system has received a fillip from IUE observations. It is ex

pected that as a result of the star's rotation, the active regions, if they exist, 

can modulate the fluxes in the emission lines arising from the high temper

ature transition regions. This modulation due to rotation which connects 

the photosphere and the associated active regions in the upper atmosphere 

became clear only with IUE observations. Simultaneous optical photometry 

and coordinated IUE observations of several RS CVn objects revealed that 

the emission line flux is a function of the phofometric phase. The strength of 

emission lines such as C II (,\ 1335), C IV (,\,\ 1548, 1530), and Si IV (,\,\ 

1394, 1403) originating in transition region is 30-50 % higher at photometric 

light minimum than it is at light maximum. Flare spectra of RS eVn stars 

show that these high temperature lines are strengthened by larger factors as 

compared to the low temperature chromospheric lines like C I (,\ 1657) and 

Mg II ().,\ 2796, 2803) (Rodono, Romeo & Strazzula 1980; Ayres & Linsky 

1982; Baliunas & Dupree 1982; Marstad et al' 1982; Ayres, Simon & Linsky 

1984; Dorren et al. 1986; Rodono et aI., 1987). 
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3. Radio emission 

Many RS eVn stars exhibit strong and variable emission on time scales 

of minutes to several days. The flare luminosities observed in some of these 

systems occasionally exceed LR = 1Q8erg S-1 Hz- l which is about 105 times 

that of a typical solar radio flare. The important radio properties of these 

objects are listed by Bookbinder (1988). Morris & Mutel (1988) have de

tected 54 objects out of 93 systems observed at 6 em, while Drake et a1. 

(as quoted in Bookbinder 1988) have detected over 70 of the 110 observed 

systems. Slee et al. (1987) have reported the detection of 25 systems out of 

37 at 8.4 GHz in a survey of southern objects. It is yet unclear whether a 

true quiescent emission level exists or whether the emission is the result of 

the superposition of many small flares. 

The radio emission is often circularly polarized, and its apparent correla

tion with the observing frequency, luminosity, and orbital inclination suggests 

the existence of large-scale magnetic field structure in these systems (Mutel 

et al. 1987). In the Drake et al. sample the mean radio luminosity (1016 erg 

S-1 HZ-I) is found to be independent of the period of the system. Morris 

& Mutel (1988) ha.ve also found no correlation of rotation period with radio 

luminosity except perhaps for systems with periods shorter than about 10 

days. The apparent lack of an activity-rotation relation for these systems is 

puzzling in view of the presumed role of the 'dynamo' as the ultimate driving 

mechanism for the radio emission. 

Using Very Large Baseline Interferrometric techniques, the sizes of the 

radio emitting regions have been measured for several systems. These sources 

are often resolved on the milliarcsec level and have brightness temperatures 

of the order of a few 1010 K. The structures revealed by these observations 

also indicate that there are two characteristic sizes: (i) an optically thin 

emission component, with moderate polarization, that has a size comparable 

to the binary separation, and (ii) an unresolved, unpolarized 'core'. The 

combination of high brightness temperature and moderate degree 9f circular 

polarization suggests that the radiation is probably du~ to gyrosynchrotron 

emission from MeV electrons in a magnetic field between 10 and 100 Gauss. 
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4. Chromospheric phenomena 

The Cal I H and J{ emission lines are recognized as the signature of the 

presence of stellar chromosphere which, in analogy with the sun, is defined 

as the atmospheric layer between the photosphere and the corona (that ~s 

between the visible surface and the extremely hot outermost extension of its 

atmosphere). At present it is generally accepted that nonradiative heating 

is responsible to a large extent for the existence of the solar chromosphere, 

although direct momentum transfer to the gas by mechanical waves or La 

radiation pressure may be important in cool giants and supergiants. It is 

in this region that the emission lines of neutral and singly ionized atoms 

originate (cf. Linsky 1980). 

If the sun, which is a typical average star (G2V), has a chromosphere, 

we should expect that stars of different luminosities and masses that have 

effective temperature comparable to the solar value will display features in

dicative of similar phenomena and perhaps on a grander scale. A difficulty 

that we encounter when we go over to survey other stars is that we have no 

more the advantage of the availability of a disc for close scrutiny that the sun 

represents. The manifestation of a chromosphere and chromospheric activity 

in the case of stars can be identified only from the integrated spectrum or 

from monochromatic light intensity variations, if they exist. In the case of 

cool stars usually the existence of chromosphere has been recognized through 

the presence of emission components in the Cal I Hand J{ lines. 

The Wilson-Bappu empirical relation between the widths of the Ca II 

Hand J{ emission cores and stellar absolute magnitude enables one to express 

the properties of stellar chromosphere as a function of spectral type and 

luminosity. It is well known that the magnetic fields control the structures 

of outer atmosphere of the sun and sun-like stars. Extension of the studies 

of solar magnetic activity to stars of different masses, ages, metallicities, 

evolutionary status, and rotation rates has yielded many new results. In 

the case of lower main sequence stars, observations indicate that both stellar 

rotation and chromospheric emission decay proportionately to the square 

root of stellar age (Skumanich 1972; Soderblom 1982). However, Simon et 
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a1. (1985) have shown that the decline with age is better fit by an exponential 

la:viT with e-folding times shorter for the high-excitation transition region lines 

than for the low-excitation chromospheric lines. Wilson (1978) has made a 

study of the long term behaviour of stellar chromospheric activity variations 

in the main sequence stars, apparently single or widely spaced binary systems 

of spectral types F, G, K, a.nd M. The study has since been extended by 

others to cover nearly 100 lower main sequence stars. Baliunas (1986) has 

summarized the result of these investigations. About 85% of the stars are 

found to be variable, and 60% of the total have cyclic behaviour tha.t is 

periodic or likely to be periodic. A few stars have multiple periods. Cyclic 

periods shorter than five years only occur as the primary period for stars 

more massive than the sun. 

With the introduction of modern detectors like CCD the studies of RS 

CVn objects have received a new impetus. The recent observational informa

tion regarding chromospheric emission features in RS CVn stars is reviewed 

by Bopp (1990) and Ramsey (1990). 

The first search for the Ca II H a.nd [{ emission variability in RS CVn 

stars (Weiler 1978) indicated a correlation between emission intensity and 

orbital phase in the case of three stars: UX Ari, the prototype RS CVn and 

Z Her. However, the correlation is only moderately strong for the prototype, 

and marginal for the other two. Observations of ). And show that the relative 

flux at J( is larger by 25 - 100 % at light minimum than at light maximum. 

Also there are rapid variabilities of [{ line emission by as much as 10% on 

a time scale of 10 minutes and they are several magnitudes larger than the 

total radiative output of typical solar flares (Baliunas et a1. 1981; Baliunas & 

Dupree 1982). The spectrophotometric study of a few objects indicates that 

there is no strong correlation of chromospheric loss rate at Ca II Hand [{ 

and Hex (). 6563) and rotational velocity. Also an active RS CVn type star 

V711 Tau does not show any significant variation in the Ca II flux (Bopp 

1983). 

It has been known that Hex is also an important indicator of chromo

spheric activity in RS CVn stars (Bopp 1990 and references therein). Early 

surveys indicated H a to be completely or partially filled by emission in most 
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RS CVn stars (Weiler 1978; Bopp & Talcot 1978). It was argued that the 

complex spatial behaviour of the H Q' line in the sun cannot be compared 

with the observation of the integrated stella.r line to study the chromospheric 

activity in stars (Linsky 1983). The recent high resolution studies of this line 

in stars have proved that the H Q' line is a feature which may exhibit complex 

temporal behaviour (Pekel, Moffett, & Henry 198G; Bopp et a1. 1989). There 

are a few systems (V711 Tau, UX Ari, II Peg, and DM UMa) which are 

known to show H Q' as a pure emission feature above the continuum, or as a 

completely filled in absorption feature at all times. The above four systems 

have been extensively monitored in H Q' by several investigators who report 

strong net emission with large nightly variations and the variablity in the 

net flux showing stellar flares (Dorren et a1. 1981; Fraquelli 1984; Nations & 

Ramsey 1986). 

5. RS CV n stars in perspective 

It had been customary to divide variable stars in three classes: eruptive, 

pulsating, and eclipsing. In a variable star, in addition to its light variability, 

its spectral type (or colour) and radial velocity may also vary. The discovery 

of chromospheric activity along with detection of soft X-ray emission, ultra

violet and infrared excess in a number of variable stars made it necessary 

to include these phenomena in the classification scheme of variable stars. A 

new class called 'rotating variables' was introduced comprising of candidates 

showing the above listed phenomena. In a rotating variable, the light vari

ation is assumed to be due to a nonuniform surface brightness distribution 

arising from the presence of spots, or regions of low or high surface brightness. 

When the rotational axis of the star does not coincide with the direction of 

line of sight, the net surface brightness of its hemisphere turned towards the 

observer can vary. RS Canum Venaticorum systems belo~g to this recently 

recognized g,TOUp of variable stars called 'rotating variable stars' (Kholopov 

1984). There are many variables observationally similar to RS CVn stars by 

way of their chromospheric activity and irregular light variation, though they 

are of at different stages of stellar evolution. W-t?,pe W Ursa Majoris bina

ries, BY Draconis stars, T Tauri stars and FK Comae stars are the systems 
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most often compared with RS eVn stars. 

Evolutionary studies have shown that RS eVn systems consist of evolved 

stars; both the components have evolved from main-sequence through pro

cesses not radically different from normal single-star evolution. \iVhen a 

component of the system has exhausted its core hydrogen and developed 

a convective envelope as it moves along the red-gia.nt branch of H-R dia

gram, instabilities develop which manifest themselves in many irregularities 

in the electromagnetic spectrum from radio to X-ray. During this period evo

lution is accelerated through mass exchange and perhaps mass loss (Popper 

& Ulrich 1977). Studies based on stellar evolution calculations of binaries 

with periods in the range 1-30 days show that the evolutionary status of 

components of RS eVn binaries is due to normal nuclear evolution (Morgan 

& Eggleton 1979). 

W UMa binaries are contact eclipsing systems and consist of cool dwarfs 

with orbital periods less than one day. Their masses are unequal and they 

are spectroscopically similar in optical region. It is genera.lly believed that 

both stars are inside a common envelope; in these the more massive one 

generates most of the luminosity and then transfers to the outer envelope of 

the secondary (Eaton 1986). 

BY Dra stars consist of both single and binary main-sequence stars of 

spectral types K and M having strong Ca II Hand J{ as well as Balmer 

emission lines. Their light curves ha.ve a low a.mplitude variability with period 

of a few days (Bopp & Fekel 1977). 

FK Comae stars are single late-type giants with very high rotational 

velocity (~ 100 km S-l). They also show strong Ca II Hand]{, and H a 

in emission and are photometrically variable with a period of a few days to 

nearly a week (Bopp & Stencel 1981). 

T Tauri stars are the low-mass pre-main-sequence stars. Their evolu

tionary phases are characterised by irregular brightness variations on time 

scales from minutes to decades· with appreciable amplitudes of up to about 

D..m ~ 6 mag. The great majority of the known T Tauri stars show en

hanced chromospheric activity ana it is generally assumed that these stars 

have large-scale surface inhomogenity (Appenzellar & Mundt 1989). 
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There are several other groups of objects which are chromospherically 

active and which mimic the RS CVn stars in one or the other observational 

characteristics (Hall 1989 ). A much better understanding of all these systems, 

which represent objects in different stages of stellar evolution, can become 

possible, only when all the relevant phenomena concerning both observation 

and theory are better explored (Popper 1980). 

6. Starspots 

The most important characteristic of RS CV n systems in the optical 

region is the variable light curve arising from rotational modulation. Not 

only does the light curve change in shape, but it changes in mean light level, 

amplitude, and phases of the light maximum and minimum also. In most of 

t~ese systems the light curve has a period nearl); equal to the binary orbital 

period. The evolution of light curves, based on many years of observation of 

several systems, is available now. The light curves of a typical RS CVn star 

DM UMa are shown in Figure l. 

It is now widely accepted that one of the hemispheres of the active 

star is predominantly covered by starspots, analogous to sunspots, which 

rotationally modulate the observed flux and give rise to the photometric light 

curve (Hall 1976). Slow changes in the phase of light curves are attributed to 

the differential rotation of the active star in the binary. The variations seen 

in the amplitude of the light curves presumably arise due to changes in size, 

number, area of spots, etc. The fractional area which the spots are expected 

to cover in order to account for the enormous optical variation exhibited by 

these binaries is indeed on a far greater scale than that is seen on the sun 

even during the sunspot maximum. 

The spot hypothesis was first introduced by Kron (1947,1952) to explain 

the light variation of AR Lac and YY Gem. However, it did not receive much 

attention then because of the limited observational data. The starspot model 

was resurrected by Hall (1972) with a view to explaining the irregularities 

noticed in the light curves of the prototype RS CVn accumulated for more 

than 10 years by the Catania astronomers (Chisary & Lacona 1965; Catalano 

& Rodono 1967, 1969). 
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Figure 1. V light curves of a typical RS CVn star DM UMa (Cha.pter 4). 
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Initially, evidence in support of the presence of the inhomogenities on the 

surface of the cool star came only from broadband photometry in the optical 

region. Later, many coordinated multi-wavelength observations supported 

the model of a star with starspots and associated active regions in the RS 

CVn systems (Bopp 1983, 1990; Linsky 1984, 1988; Ramsey 1990). A few 

pieces of the observational evidence are listed below: 

(i) Spectroscopic observations of V711 Tau (= HR 1099) showed that TiO 

bands have enhanced absorption near the photometric minimum (Ramsey & 

Nations 1980). 

(ii) In the case of A And it was found that the fluxes of Ca II J{ line and 

the transition region emission lines are larger at light minimum than at light 

maximum (Baliunas & Dupree 1982). 

(iii) Coordinated IUE and optical photometry of II Peg show a clear enhance

ment of chromospheric and transition region lines during the light minimum 

(Rodono et al. 1987) 

(iv) Simultaneous photometry and TiO spectroscopy for II Peg show an or

bital modulation of absorption in TiO bandhead similar to the light modu

lation (Huenemoerder, Ramsey & Buzasi 1989). 

(v) High resolution spectra show phase-dependent asymmetry in absorption 

line profiles in objects with large rotational velocities ~ 30 k111 S-1 (Fekel 

1983); Doppler imaging technique uses this information to deduce the surface 

distribution of spots (Vogt & Penrod 1983; Gondoin 1986). 

7. Present study 

The general picture tha.t has emerged is that the characteristics of RS 

CVn systems can be understood in terms of sun-like activity. In these systems 

we are seeing exceptionally large chromospheric, coronal and flare activity as 

compared to the sun. RS CVn stars provide a link between solar and stellar 

phenomenology. 

As we have seen, the most important photometric characteristic of these 

systems is the light curve arising from the rotational modulation by spotted 

areas on the stellar photosphere. For a proper understanding of these systems 

it is necessary to have an extended phot'ometric coverage during all phases of 
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the light curve which spans several orbital periods. Our observational pro

gramme was dictated by the existing faciliti<.>s at Vainu Bappu Observatory, 

Kavalur. The number of clear-sky nights and available telescope time had 

their share in defining the programme. 

Our main aim has been to obtain multi-band photometric observations 

covering the entire pha.se of the light curve for selected objects giving special 

attention to four RS eVn systems, namely, DM UMa, II Peg, V711 Tau and 

UX Ari. All four are non-eclipsing close binaries; DM UMa and II Peg are 

single-lined spectroscopic binaries, whereas V7l1 Tau and UX Ari are double

lined. These four objects are available at Kavalur during the best part of 

the observing season (Nov-Apr). These objects have been observed several 

nights in a month and some times several times in a night to be sure of their 

variations. A 34-cm telescope at Kava.lur was dedicated for the programme. 

Its small size was not a serious handicap since the selected objects are fairly 

bright enough. The photometer, filters, detector and the recording units 

were kept the same throughout for the observational programme. Thus the 

resulting data have been free from any systematic errors. Since an these 

binaries have short periods, of about a week or less, it has been possible to 

subject them to a thorough photometric investigation. 

\Ve have supplemented our photometric dat.a with the spectroscopic data 

wherever possible. All these binaries are known to show H cr as pure emission 

feature above the continuum, or as a completely filled-in absorption feature 

at all times. Spectroscopic monitoring of these systems at high resolution 

(A/ 6,A ~ 10000) in the Hex region is a valuable aid in understanding the 

chromospheric activity. Moreover, spectroscopic observations have been ob

tained in such a way as to have a full coverage of the orbital phases of these 

systems and to remain close to the photmetric monitoring days. \\Te have 

used our database in conjunction with published observations to numei-ically 

model the light curves with a view to deriving physical characteristics of 

starspots. 
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2 

OBSERVATIONAL TECHNIQUES 

8. BV photometry 

Observations were made with the 34-cm reflector of Vainu Bappu Ob

servatory, Kavalur (VBO) using a conventional single cha,nnel photoelectric 

photometer through the two filters: B (Imm BG12 + 2mm GG13) and V 

(Corning 3384), An uncooled RCA IP21 photomultiplier tube kept at 900 

V was used for the entire observations. The output from the PMT was 

amplified using a d,c. amplifier specifically built for this purpose and then 

registered on a strip chart recorder (Raveendral1 & Mohin 1987). 

A typical sequence of observations of a star consisted of the following: 

star pI us sky in filter V; sky in V; star plus sky in B; and sky in B, During the 

observations, if the photometric quality of the sky was found to be poor, the 

sequence was repeated in the reverse order for standard stars. The sequence, 

comparison-variable-check star, was repeated at least four times during 

each night of observation, essentially to bring down the errors caused by 

variations in sky transparency a.nd poor telescope tracking. 

The combination of the telescope, filter and light detector defines its own 

set of magnitude and colours, normally referred to as the observer's system 

quantities. From the system magnitudes v and b, the system colour (b - v) 

was calculated for each object observed. 
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9. Extinction correction 

From the mean time of observation through V and B filters, the airmass 

X through which the object was observed was obtained using (Hardie 1962) 

X = secZ - O.0018167(secZ-1) - 0.002875(secZ-1)2 

- 0.0008083 (secZ -l? 

The zenith distance Z of the object is given by 

secZ = (sin1;sin8 + cos¢cos8cosh)-1, 

where hand 5 are the known hour angle and declination of the object, and 1; 

is the latitude, taken to be 120 34' 32" for Kavalur. The magnitude Vo and 

(b - v)o corrected for the atmospheric extinction are usually obtained from 

Vo = v - {kv + k~(b-v)}X, (1) 

and 

(b-v)o = (b-v) - {kbtl + k~v(b-v)}X, (2) 

where kt, and k~ are the first and second order magnitude extinction coeffi

cients, and J..~bt> and k~v are the corresponding quantities for the (b - v) colour. 

The second order coefficient in yellow band V is negligible (Hardie 1962), and 

hence equation (1) reduces to 

Vo = v - kv X. (3) 

On many nights on which the programme stars were observed, it was 

not possible to determine the extinction coeffici~nts owing to several reasons, 

the presence of intermittent clouds being one of them. Hence, for consistency 

the mean extinction coefficieits representing an entire observing season were 

used for the data reduction. 

In variable star photometry, all the measurements are made differentially 

with respect to a close-by comparison star at a nearly identical airmass. In 

terms of the differences, equation (8) can be written as 

(4) 
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The mean difference in the airmasses of the variable star and the compa.rison 

star at the times of observation normally does not exceed 0.02. A maximum 

uncerta.inty of '" 0.1 in kl' will affect the magnitude difference by less than 

0.002 mag which is negligible compared to other sources of error. Hence, the 

use of an average value for kv in place of the particular night's extinction co

efficient would not introduce any significant error in the results of differential 

photometry. 

According to equation (4), kv can be obta,ined by observing the differ

ence in ma,gnitudes of two nonvariable stars through a range of differential 

airmasses. This procedure can be advantageously used to determine a mean 

extinction coefficient representing an entire observing sea.son by combining 

several nights' data. This is so because it essentially removes the effects due 

to any variation in the zero-point of magnitude that arises from the changes 

in several parameters like high tension voltages, reflectivity of the telescope 

optics, transmittance of the various optical components in the photometer, 

etc. Similarly, if there are two or more observations of a standard star on 

any single night, data obtained on several nights can be combined to derive 

a mean value of kv. In this case equabon (3) reduces to 

k1.'!J.X = .6. v. 

In differential photometry, equation (2) becomes 

The second order term k~v is nearly constant for a particular site, being "" 

0.02 for Kavalur. Usually, the chosen comparison star will have a colour 

very similar to that of the variable. This, together with D.,X < 0.02 makes 

the contribution by the second order terms negligibly small. So, the second 

order terms have been completely neglected in the data reduction, and the 

following equation was used 

b.(b - v)o = /::.(b - v) - kbv /::'X. (5) 

Unlike the magnitude extinction coefficient, the colour extinction coefficient 

does not vary significantly from night to night (Oke 1965). Hence, as in 



the case of differential magnitudes use of mean kbv will not introduce any 

appreciable error in the differential colour. 

10. System calibration 

The system magnitude and colour obtained were next transformed to 

the standard U BV system (Johnson 1963). This was achieved by observing 

a number of stars with well-defined standard U BV values along with the 

programme stars and deriving the system transformation coefficients using 

the following relations (Hardie 19G2): 

(6) 

v = Vo + € (B - V) + (t .. (7) 

Table 1. Mean extinction and system coefficients 

Season kv kbv fl (bv 

1984-85 0.20 0.14 0.025±O.O05 0:977±O.OO7 0.586±O.OO4 

1985-86 0.25 0.15 0.059±O.OI0 O.997±O.OO9 0.483±O.OO3 

1986-87 0.25 0.15 0.O21±O.OO3 O.987±O.OO6 O.490±O.OO2 

1987-88 0.22 0.12 0.O42±0.OO4 1.037±O.bo5 0.282±O.OO3 

1988-89 0.14 0.14 0.026±O.003 . 0.977±O.005 0.606±O.OO2 

1989-90 0.24 0.17 0.O31±O.OO2 O.973±O.OO3 0.566±O.OO2 

1990-91 0.20 0.14 O.O43±O.OO2 O.989±O.OO2 0.461±O.OOl 

The transformation coefficients /-l, (bv, and € do not vary significantly during 

a particular observing season, whereas the magnitude zero-point term (v 

might change appreciably from night to night. An accurate knowledge of 

the extinction coefficient is essential for an adequate determination of (v' 

Mean values of fl and (bv, representing an entire season, can be obtained by 

combining data on standard stars obtained on several nigl~ts spread over the 

whole observing season. But E has to be determined using a, particular night's 
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data, and then a. suitable average value can be derived by consolidating the 

values obtained on several nights during the observing season. The system 

transformation coefficients derived for the various seasons a.re given in Table 

1 along with the mean extinction coefficients ~~v and kbv. 

11. Standard differe ntial quantities 

As already mentioned, in variable star photometry all the measurements 

are done with respect to a nearby comparison sta.r, Equations (6) and (7) 

can be written using differences as 

~V = ~vo + €~(B - V), 

If up. and O'l:lbv are the probable errors in f-l and ~(b - v)o, the error in 

~(B - V) is given by 

(8) 

Similarly, if O'l:lv and O'e are the probable errors in ~vo and 1:, probable error 

in D.. V is given by 

(9) 

The only unknowns in the above expressions are a.6.Vl and at:..bv' Usually, 

along with the comparison one more nOl1variable, called the check star, is 

also observed and the probable errors in .0.. vo and ~(b - v)o are calculated 

from the standa.rd deviations in the observed differential magnitudes and 

colours of the comparison and check stars. These quantities, evaluated from 

the data for an entil'e season, include the uncertainties in several parameters 

like the extinction coefficients, gain step calibrations of the d.c. amplifier, 

etc, involved in the reduction of the data. 

The differential magnitudes and colours of the variable can be directly 

converted to magnitudes and colours if standard U BV values are available 

for either the comparison or the check star. Otherwlse, another nearby non

variable with well determined U BV values should be observed differentially 



with respect to the comparison on a couple of nights. Using the mean differ

ential magnitude and colour thus determined, the standa.rd magnitude and 

colour of the comparison can be calculated. These values in turn can be 

used to convert the differential magnitudes and colours of variable star to 

magnitudes and colours. 

12. H a observations 

Spectroscopic observations were made with the Zeiss Cassegrain 102-

em telescope of the VBO using Carl-Zeiss Universal Astronomical Grating 

Spectrogra.ph (UAGS) with a Ba.usch a.nd Lomb 1800 lines mm- 1 gra.ting 

blazed a.t 5000A in the first order. The detector used was a Thomson-CSF 

TH 7882 CCD chip coated for enhanced sensitivity to ultraviolet radiation 

and mounted in a liquid-nitrogen-cooled dewar. The data acquisition was 

done through 'Photometries CCD system' supplied by Photometries Ltd., 

U.S.A. The UAGS setup with a 250-mm Schmidt camera gives a dispersion 

of ~ 0.50A per pixel at H a region. The slit width was set to give a projected 

width of around two pixels. Vvavelength calibrations were carried out using 

a Fe-Ne hollow cathode tube. 

The spectroscopic data were analysed on a VAX 11/780 computer us

ing the interactive package RESPECT developed locally at VBO (Prabhu 

& Anupama 1991). The spectrum extraction procedures in RESPECT are 

based on optimal extraction algorithm discussed by Horne (1986). The ex

traction of the one-dimensional spectrum from the two-dimensional image 

involves the following procedure: 

(i) The correction for electronic bias and thermal background 

Electronic bias needs to be subtracted to correct the da.ta counts for the 

mean d.c. voltage offset given to the detector electronics to avoid negative 

counts from the An~logue to Digital Converter. The image also needs to be 

corrected for the signal registered by the detector in the absence of exposure 

to light i. e. dark counts due to detector white noise. In the case of the Pho

tometries CCD system in use at Kavalur, it was found that for an operating 

temperature of -120 C the mean dark count value was not significant even 

for a 30 minute integration. Hence, a mean of the bias and dark values along 
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with the mean scattered light in the spectrograph were subtracted out from 

the raw data image at each wavelength. 

(ii) The correction for sky background 

The recorded spectrum contains contribution from the background sky. 

By keeping the slit height larger than the stellar image size the sky spectrum 

was exposed on either side of the star-pIus-sky spectrum. A smooth continu

ous sky spectrum was estimated first and the resul taut spectrum was scaled 

to account for the difference in the effective number of pixels of object and 

sky spectra, and then subtracted from the star-pIus-sky spectrum to yield 

the required object spectrum. 

(iii) The correction for pixel-io-pixel sensitivity varia.tions (fiat-fielding) 

Though CCD has got an excellent linearity, it suffers from substantial 

pixel-to-pixel sensitivity variations, largely caused by the variations in the 

collection area of the pixels in the device. The telescope dome was illuminated 

by a continuum source of tungsten filament to provide uniform brightness. 

Many images of the dome were then taken in an observing night and the fiat

field constructed from good exposures was used to correct for the nonuniform 

sensitivity across the pixels. 

The corrected spectrum wa.s first obtained by subtracting the electronic 

bias and thermal background from the observed raw spectrum and then di

viding the result with the fiat field spectrum. The final stellar spectrum was 

obtained by subtracting the corrected sky background from the corrected 

star-pIus-sky spectrum. The wavelength calibration of the stellar spectrum 

was established using the coefficients obtained by fitting a polynomial of 

order 3 to the comparison spectrum. The standard deviation of fit was ,..... 

O.015.A in the wavelength calibration. 

Only observations with a signal to noise ratio SIN", 100 were included 

in the analysis. The integration times ranged from 30 to 45 minutes for these 

spectra. In a few cases individual spectra with poor SIN ratio were co-added 

to improve the SIN ratio. In such cases each spectrum was individually 

extracted and then added after wavelength calibration. All the spectra were 

normalized to the continuum level defined in each spectrum by a straight line 

fit to the relatively line-free stable points. 
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Table 2. Equivalent widths (E\iV2) for sta.ndard stars 

Star JD E"W2 

2440000.+ (A) 

p Gem (FO V) 8265.3111 5.354 

8265.3236 5.145 

8295.2361 5.425 

8322.1792 5.502 

€ Vir (KO III) 8294.3889 3.195 

8295.4820 3.080 

8296.5028 3.036 

C\' Tau (K5 III) 8224.4111 2.471 

8225.4000 2.642 

8294.1094 2.774 

8295.1229 2.639 

C\' Boo (KO III) 8295.4951 2.476 

829C.4958 2.522 

The observed H C\' emission line profile comprises of the true H C\' emission 

profile superposed on the H a: absorption line profile. In the case of double

lined spectroscopic binaries, photospheres of both components contribute to 

the absorption line profile and form a complex continuum under the emis

sion profile. The variation in ~he absorption line profile due to the orbital 

motion of the stars introduces significant phase dependent distortions in the 

observed emission profiles. In the case of RS eVn sta.rs the contribution 

from the underlying absorption lines can be removed either theoretically or 

empirically by using one ·of the following tec.hniques: 

(i) For the same spectral types as the programme stars the theoretical ab

sorption line profiles are constructed frolHmodel atmosphere calculations 

and then subtracted from the observed Hex line profiles (Fraquelli 1984). 
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(ii) A high signal/noise spectrum of a st.allcliud star similCll' to the program 

star in spectral type is artificially bl'OaclcllE~d, alignecl in wavelength and sui t

ably normalized, and then subtracted from the observed spectrum of the 

program star (namsey & Nations 1984; Buzasi, namsey &; Huenemoerder 

1991). 

The resolution employed in the present observa.tions is 110t good enough 

for a detailed profile analysis and hence we have concentrated our effort.s only 

011 the equivalent width measurements. The program stars in the present 

study are all non-eclipsing bina.ries and so the equivalent width of the under

lying H (l' absorption profiles is independent of orbital pha.se. 

Two different estimates of Ho equivalcllt widths have been made from 

the programme star spectra; the first (denoted by E"VV1) was obtained by 

integrating the Ho emission profile abO've the continuum, and the second 

(denoted by EVv2) by subtracting the a.rea. below the continuum from the 

area above the continuum in the fixed wavelength interval )'.A 6550-6580. 

In order to estimate the errors in the measurement of equiva.lent width 

of programme stars, a few standard sta.rs of late spectral types were also 

observed on severa'! night.s. The equiva.lent \vidt.hs E'~T2 obtained for these 

objects a.re given in Ta.ble 2 which shows that the method entails an un

certainty of f'V 0.2A.. In both cases E\i\Tl and E\7V2, the wa.velengths for the 

integration were visua.lly set on the computer monit.or. To ascertain the con

sistency of the method independent mea.surement.s were made on the same 

spectra .. It is encoura,ging to note that. the EVi/ s did not differ by more tha.n 

o.05A in any case. 
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3 

SPOT MODELLING 

13. General renlarks 

The extensive observational materials on RS CV n systems at wide wave

length regions from radio to X-rays that has accumulated over recent years 

indicate the existence of starspots analogous to sunspots on the a.ctive com

ponent. Several attempts have been made to reproduce the light curves of RS 

CVn systems assuming starspots to he responsible for the observed light vari

ation (Eaton & Ha.U 1979; Kimble, Kahn & Bowyer 1981; Dorren & Guinan 

1982; Vogt 1983; Poe & Eaton 1985; R.odono et aL 1986; Zeilik et a.l. 1990 

and the references therein). 

There are two different approaches that have been followed to reproduce 

the light curves using starspot models: (i) a continuous distrihution of small 

spots within an equatorial belt (Eaton & Hall 1979; I<imble, Kahn & Bowyer 

1981), and (ii) a small number of large discrete, usually one or two spots, 

in most cases at high latitudes (Dorren & Guinan 1982; Poe & Eaton 1985; 

Rodono et a1. 1986; Zeilik et a1. 1990). There is no solar analogue for the 

high latitude spots; however there are no compelling theoretical reasons to 

rule them out. The simple solutions of Doppler imaging techniques using 

high resolution spectra suggest a smaIl number of large spots, sometimes 

even close to the poles (R.odono et a1. 1986; Vogt & Ha.tzes 1991). Another 



indirect evidence suggesting the presence of large discrete spots comes from 

the recent detection of a localized magnetic field in the R.S CV n binary HR. 

1099 by Donati et al. (1990). The above suggestions are model-dependent. 

A large body of observations, both spectroscopic and photometric, obtained 

during several seasons is expected to give important clues to the nature of 

starspots. 

There are many difficulties in modelling the observed light curves. One 

of the basic parameters involved in spot modelling is the brightness of the 

immaculate or the unspotted photosphere. It is very difficult to assign the 

unspotted magnitude since the brightness at light curve maximum has been 

found to vary in almost all well observed systems (see the following Chap

ters). On the basis of the starspot model, the variation in brightness at 

light maximum can be accounted for by either of the two likely phenomena 

occurring on the surface of the active star: (i) Changes in the longitudinal 

distribution of spots present in the equatorial region, or (ii) changes in the 

area of spots present in the polar region. 

Specifically, in the case of DM UMa (Chapter 4) for which the model 

is applied to reproduce all the available observed light curves till date, the 

brightness at light maximum observed in 1984 was fainter by ",0.20 ma,g 

than that observed during 1989-90. Assuming that the light maximum ob

served on the latter occasion corresponds to the unspotted star, the change 

in the brightness at light maximum observed on the former occasion can 

be accounted for on the assumption of four nearly equal equatorial spots at 

longitudes separated, by ",900 • If the spots are cooler by ",,1300 K than the 

undisturbed photosphere they should covel' a, total fractional area of ",,0.28 

(assuming orbi tal inclination i = 40°). The total fractional area wi thin a belt 

of ±30oabout the equator is 0.50. Therefore restricting the spots to equato

rial regions will leave no room to accommodate the spots needed for the light 

modulation in addition to the change in the brightness at light maximum. It 

is to be noted that a change of about 0.20 mag in the light maximum can be 

produced by a single spot covering a fractional area about 0.07, if situated 

at a higher latitude. 

In light curve modelling, usually the spot parameters are derived by 



varying the different parameters systematically until acceptable approxima

tion to the observations is obtained. In almost all cases the temperatures of 

the spots were fixed initially, and only a single-wavelength band data were 

made use of (Rodono et al. 1986; Budding & Zeilik 1987; Zeilik et al. 1988). 

Poe & Eaton (1985) have derived starspot areas and temperatures in several 

binary systems with late-type components; they first determined the best fit 

latitude, longitude and size for the spots that reproduce the shape and am

plitude of the V curve, and then used the amplitude of a colour curve, usually 

V - I, to define the spot temperature. In the case of BH Vir, a short period 

RS CVn binary, Zeilik et 0.1. (1990) have determined the spot temperatme 

using multiband photometry. They used the V band data to determine the 

size of the spot (assuming T = 0 K) and then adjusted the ratio of the flux of 

the spot to that of the photosphere at I band to derive the spot temperature. 

Similarly they have compared the Band R band observa.tions also. 

The present approach employs the method of least squares using dif

ferential correction to the parameters to arrive simultaneously at the best 

fit values for the various parameters, including the temperature, assuming 

that the light variation is caused by a limited number oflarge discrete spots. 

The presence of a strict minimum in the sum of the squa.res of the devia

tions in the multidimensional pa.rameter space is indicated by the absolute 

convergence of the solution on iteration; the problem of choosing the final 

parameters from a set of possible values does not arise in this method because 

all the spot parameters are optimized simultaneously instead of optimizing 

each one of them independently. Apart from avoiding any personal bias thus, 

this method also allows the simultaneous determinat.ion of the spot temper

ature when observations a.re available in more than one wavelength band. 

In this respect the present method is better than the other spot modelling 

methods existing in the literature. 

14. Mathematical formulation 

We make the following assumptions: (i) The spotted sta.r is spherical, 

(ii) both the undisturbed and spotted regions ra.diate like bla.ckbodies and 

(iii) limb-darkenings in the two regions follow quadratic laws. The monochro-
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matic luminosity of the undisturbed star is then given by 

where R is the stellar radius; T* is the effective temperature; B>.,(T*) the 

Planck function; .4* and B* are the limb-darkening coefficients; dA is an 

element of surface area; and e is the angle between the line of sight and the 

radius along dA; the integration is carried over the visible hemisphere. The 

change in luminosity due to the presence of a spot of effective temperature 

Ts is given by 

6.L>., = R2 B>.,(T*) J {I - A*(l - case) - B*(l - cose)2}cose dA 

- R2 B>.,(Ts) J {I - As(l - COi3e) - Bs( 1 - cose)2}cose dA., 

where As and B.9 are the limb-darkening coefficients of the spot ted region, 

and the integrations are over the visible spot area. If several discrete spots 

are present, the total change in luminosity is obtained using 

6.L{ = I: 6.L),. 
81)018 

The magnitude of the star at photometric pha.se ¢ is given by 

(1) 

where At>., is the unspotted magnitude of the star. In the case of light con

tribution by a nearby companion, L)' in equation (1) should be replaced by 

L),(l + R>..), R>.. being the luminosity ra.tio of the components at A. 

The above considerations are general to the extent that no assumptions 

are made either on the specific shape of the spots or on their nature whether 

cool or hot. For the present analysis we have assumed that the spots are 

circular in shape so that the spot is completely described by the four param

eters, spot radius (e R), polar distance (e p ), longitude (e d and temperature 

(Ts). The assumptions are simplistic. The fact that there is always a clear 

rotational modulation, in most 'cases with well defined one or two minima, 

indicates that most of the light variation is due to a prominent spot or spot 
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group. There may be additional spots or spot groups scattered over the 

surface contributing negligibly to the over all light modulation. An irreg

ular spot, or spot group can be replaced by an 'equivalent' circular spot, 

and the spot parameters thus determined would refer to this equivalent spot. 

Under such an approximation, modelling a single light curve would not be 

of much significance; but modelling a series of light curves obtained during 

several successive seasons would be helpful in determining the average spot 

characteristics and spot evolution. Spot parameters ca.n also be obtained 

spectroscopically through the techniques of Doppler imaging (Vogt & Pen-
• 

rod 1983). But in systems like DM UMa, where the rotational velocities 

are low, this technique would be very difficult. The observed magnitude is 

a function of 6.LI which in turn is a function of the a.bove parameters of 

the various spots. If we denote these parameters by B1 (i = 1, n where n is 

four times the number of spots) equation (1) can be written in the functional 

form as 

(2) 

For a least square solution of the spot parameters, we follow the method 

outlined in Scarborough (1964) for a nonlinear function. Expanding equation 

(2) about the initial guess values for tll(:' spot para.meters 8i, using Taylor's 

theorem, we obtain 

(3) 

The derivatives (aa~;\ )0' are obtained at OJ = O~. Equation (3) is linear in 

b8i and using the observational data normal equations which are equations 

of condition to minimize the sum of the squares of residuals a.re derived. 

Here OBi are the corrections to the initial gness values, and the procedure is 

repeated by repla.cing Bi by 8i + b8i until convergence is rea.ched. The various 

derivatives are numerically evaluated using 

( am)') = m),(</>,8i+6.0j, ... )-m),(<tJ,Bi-6.(h, ... ). 
aBi 0 26.0j 

The monochromatic luminosities at the effective wavelengths of observation 

were numerically evaluated by taking ahout 200 surfa.ce a.rea elements, and 



a similar number of area. elements were ta.ken inside the region of a spot to 

compute ~L)... On doubling these numbers the change in the net magnitude 

is found to be less tha.n 1.0 x 10-4 • To compute the derivatives we used 

a value of 2° for ~BR, ~Bp and ~eL, and a value of 20 K for ~T. The 

resulting normal equations were solved using the Cracovian matrix method 

(Kopal 1959), since along with the coefficients it gives the uncertainties in

volved in their evaluation. The derivatives can also be derived using these 

uncertainties for ~eR, 6.Bp, etc. after the first iteration, but we found no 

additional advantage; the convergence is reached faster, but the computation 

time increases since after each iteration the standard deviation of fit has to 

be calculated for the evaluation of the uncertainties. 

The computer program in Fortran developed by us is fairly general; there 

is no restriction either on the number of discrete spots or on their latitudes 

or longitudes. Further, the temperature of the spots may be treated as either 

knov'm or unknown, in \vhich case it. may be either the same for all the spots 

or different for different spots. The determinancy of the spot parameters is 

indicated by their absolute convergence on iteration from the starting initial 

guess values; otherwise divergence occurs with the spot area or temperature 

finally becoming negative. Our trials with synthetic data indicate that the 

choice of the initial guess values are not critical for achieving the convergence 

of the solution. 

15. Results and discussion 

In Figure 2, we have plot ted the synthetic V and B light curves due to 

a circular spot of radius BR = 31.5°at a pola,r distance of e p = 1l.5°( typical 

values derived for DM UMa, Chapter 4) for a. few selected spot tempera

tures. The orbital inclination was taken a.s i = 40°, and the limb-da.rkening 

coefficients in V and B ,'vere taken as A = 0.78 and A = 0.92, respectively; 

the photospheric temperature was taken as T* = 4700 K. The calculations 

show that the amplitude of light variation in V band is 0.14 mag and the 

corresponding amplitude of B - V modula.tion is around 0.026 mag due to 

a spot of temperature Ts = 3400 K. Out of this the contribution due to the 

differential limb-darkening estimated using the ca.se Ts = 0 I( is 0.018 mag, 
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Figure 2. Synthetic V and B light curves for different assumed spot tem

peratures. The assumed spot parameters are indicated in the figure. The 

spotted V and B magnitudes are taken as 0.0 mag. 



indicating that any determination of temperature separately from the am12li

tude of B - V moclula tion is meaningless. Poe & Eaton (1985) have clearly 

demonstrated that the wavelength dependence of limb-darkening contributes 

a large fraction of the variation in the colours U - B, B - V and even V - R, 

and they have suggested that only the V-I colour curve can be used as a 

reliable indicator of spot temperature. 

VVe find from Figure 2 that the shape of the light curve does not change 

substantially with change in temperature and it depends mainly on the 

spread of the spotted region; however, the mean light level changes appre

ciably with the spot temperature. The changes in the amplitudes of the 

light curves are much larger than the changes in the amplitude of the colour 

curve. From the figure we also find that larger changes occur in Vband than 

in B band indicating that observations at longer wavelength bands are more 

sui table for the determination of the spot parameters, especially the spot 

tem pera,t ure. 

In the hottom panel of Figure 3, we hn\le plot ted the ex:pected ampli

tudes of modulations of B - V, V - R, and V - I colours. The limb-da,rkening 

coefficients in R and I bands were taken a,s A = 0.57 and A = 0.45, respec

tively (Poe & Eaton 1985). From the figure we fhld that largest modulations 

in colours are produced by spots of temperature '"V 3500 K on a photosphere 

of temperature 4700 IC The differential limb-darkening contributes a large 

fra.ction of the variation in all the colours induding l' - I. The effects due to 

temperature in B - 1/ and V - R colours (Ire nearly the same « 0.01 mag), 

indicating that V - R observa,tions do not ha,ve any appreciable a.dvantage 

over B - V observations (see also the top palH:l of Figure 2); but in the V -1 

colour, the effect due to the temperature is larger' (:-" 0.02) making it the 

more suitable for the determination of spot temperature. It is clear from the 

figure that even an uncerta.inty of rv 0.01 mag in the determina.tion of colour 

amplitude would lea.d to a. rather large ullcertaint.y (> 500 K) in the deter

mina.tion of spot temperature, if spot temperature is determined separately 

from the colour modulation. 
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Figure 3. Top panel shows the variation in various colours and brightness at 

light minimum in BVRI bands. The expected amplitudes of various colour 

modulations with spot temperature are shown in the bottom panel. The 

unspotted magnitudes in all bands are assumed to be 0.0 mag. 
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In the top panel of Figure 3 we have plotted the various colours and the 

brightnesses in BV RI bands at the light. minimum. The unspotted magni

tudes were assumed to be zero at all bands. It is clear that a substantial 

fraction of the cha.nges in colours result from the differential limb darkening 

and the change in brightness at light minimum is appreciably large at all 

bands for spot temperatures larger than 3000 K. For spots cooler than 3000 

K the changes in V and B magnitudes are less. 

In the present case the B and Vobservations were directly and simultane

ously used instead of using the amplitudes of the V and B - V modulations 

separately. Also, the spot temperature was treated as an unknown in the 

least square solution along with the other spot parameters. Both B and V 

observations were given equal weight in the solution of spot parameters. The 

temperature determination relies upon the over all fit of both V and Blight 

curves, and 'hence on the information contained in the entire light curve. The 

program was tested with synthetic Ell dat.a., a.ncl we could retrieve the input 

spot temperature along with the other spot parameters, 
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4 

DM URSA MAJORIS 

16. Historical introduction 

The ninth ma.gnitude star BD +61 0 1211 (= SAO 015338), now known by 

its variable star designation DM UMa, was first proposed as the prime optical 

counterpart of the X-ray source 2A 1052+606 (Liller 1978; Schwartz et al. 

1979). X-ray observations indicate that this star is a fa.irly bright soft X-ray 

source with a luminosity of 8.2±0.3 x 1027 D2(pc) erg S-l, similar to that 

in hard X-ra.ys, and an effective temperature of 107E: (Walter et al. 1978; 

Schwartz et' a1. 1979). Subsequent sp~ctroscopic observations of this star 

revealed the presence of highly variable Cal I Hand J{, and H a emission 

lines (Charles et a1. 1979; Schwartz et a1. 1979). A detailed spectroscopic 

study has shown that DM UMa is a single-lined spectroscopic binary ''lith 

an orbital period of 7.492 days and a. mass function of 0.016 Mfj (Crampton 

et a1. 1979). The visible component of the binary has a spectral type of 

K2 III-IV. An inspection of the Harvard archival plate collection showed 

the star to be a variable with an amplitude around 0.3 mag (Schwartz et al. 

1979). 

The first photometric light curve was obtained by Kimble et a1. (1~81) 

who found that the photmetric period is approximately the same as the 

spectroscopic orbital period. They assigned a spectral type KO-K1 III-IV 
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to the visible component and classified the object to be a.n RS eVn. Thus 

DM UMa has got the unique distinction of becoming the very first member 

among the RS CV n class of stars to be recognized via its X -ray emission. 

Mohin et al. (1985) has shov,m that the light curves of DM UMa obtained 

during any two seasons do not agree in sha.pe, amplitude, phases of light 

maximum and minimum, and mea.n light level. From the change in the colour 

B - V over the photometric period, they ha.ve argued that the hemisphere 

visible during the light minimum is cooler than that seen during the light 

maximum. The mean colour B - V = 1,065 ± 0.002 mag obta.ined by them is 

consistent with a spectral type 1\1 III or K2 IV. The phases of light minima 

obtained during 1979-84 were fouIld to lie 011 t:wo well sepa.rated lines with 

different slop~s, indicating similar rotation periods, but shorter than the 

7.492 orbital period. On the basis of sta.rspot hypothesis they have argued 

that there were two spot groups present during that time, one waning a.nd 

the other waxing producing respectively ma,xirmnn a.mplit.udes of 0.32 and 

0.23 mag. 

17. BV photometry 

DM UMa was observed 011 a total of DO nights during the'seven observing 

seasons: 1984-85 (11 nights), 1985-8G (4 nights), 1986-87 (30 nights), 

1987-88 (13 nights), 1988-89 (7 nights), 1989-90 (12 nights) and 1990-91 

(19 nights). The comparison stars were BD +60°1301 and ED +61°1210. 

All the observations were made differentially vvith respect to BD +60°1301 

and transformed to the U BF system. The mea.n differential magnitudes 

and colours of the comparison stars, in the sense ED +60°1301 minus BD 

+61 °1210, obtained during six of the seasons arc? given in Table 3 along wi th 

the corresponding number of observations (n) obtained during ea.ch season; 

the values are consistent and indicate their 110nvariability. Table 4 gives the 

results for the variable star, in the sense DM UMa minus ED +60°1301. Ea,ch 

value given in Table 4 is a mean of three to four independent measurements; 

the typical en-or in .6 V is ±0.010 mag and in .6(B - V) ±O.014 mag. The 

photometric properties derived from the present observations, together with 

those compiled from other sources, are given in Table 5. All the quantities 
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given in the table are evaluated from the graphical plots of the observations 

except the phase of light minimum which is derived from the spot modelling. 

Table 3. The mean differential ma,gnitudes and colours of comparison sta.rs, 

in the sense ED + 60°1301 minus ED + 61 °1210 

Season 6V n b.(B - F) n 

1984-85 -0.4G2±O.007 11 +0.751±0.OO4 9 

1986-87 -0.4 70±O.002 22 +0.745±0.003 13 

1987-88 -O.450±0.002 5 +0.742±O.OO7 5 

1988-89 -O.4G5±0.003 7 +0.7[)7±0.004 7 

1989-90 -O.4G4±0.003 10 +0.747±0.OO4 10 

1990-91 -O.462±O.002 19 +O.753±O.OO3 18 

In the ca.se of DM UMa the observations of Kimble et a.l. (1981) show 

an orbital modulation of B - V with an amplitude of about 0.04 mag. Mohin 

et a1. (1985) confirmed the cha.nge in B - V with change in V in the sense 

that the star becomes redder as it becomes fainter. Because of the low 

amplitudes « 0.20 ma,g against the 0.32 mag in V band observed by Kim.ble 

et a1.) and slightly larger error our data do not show up the B - V variation 

as strikingly as the data of Kimble et a1. do. In Fig. 4 we have plotted 

the values of 6(B - V) against the corresporlding values of b. V talen from 

Table 4. The correlation between B - V and V is not that apparent from the 

£gure. The slope of the a,ssumed linear relationship derived using the least 

square technique is 0.125±O.014~ which is consistent with that reported by 

Mohin et a1. (1985). 

In Fig. 5 we have plotted the brightness a.t ma.ximum 61'mal' and mini

mum 6 V,11 in ta.ken from Ta.ble 5 a.ga.inst the corresponding amplit ude. Both 

6Vmax and 6. Vmin show a large range in magnitudes (a.bout 0.30 mag). Ap

parently, the change in amplitude is uncorrela.ted with a change in either 

6 Vmax or 6 Vmin . Fig. 6 is the plot of 6. v"nal' and b. Vmin given in Table 5 

against the corresponding epoch of observations. The figure shows that both 
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Table 4. The differential ma.gnitudes and colours of DM UMa 

JD (HeI.) 6V 6(B-V) JD (Rel.) 6:. V 6:.(B - V) 

2440000.+ 2440000.+ 

6055.4601 0.635 -0.008 6056.4580 0.640 -0.003 

6084.3898 0.540 G08G.4002 0.579 

6088.36G6 0.430 -0.134 6000.3591 0.485 -0.120 

6095.3834 0.459 -0.127 G118.2387 0.455 -0.130 

6120.2888 0.497 -0.110 G120.3930 0.493 -0.130 

6121.2346 0.520 -0.138 6122.3535 0.552 -0.118 

6123.2609 0.585 -0.132 6471.4080 0.583 

6473.3927 0.565 6505.3019 0.449 

6506.3071 0.443 6817.4329 0.424 

6819.3570 0.381 -0.140 0820.3401 0.415 -0.1:25 

6821.320:2 0.4G8 0825.3777 0.417 -0.121 

6825.4813 0.403 -0.137 G828.3195 0.457 

6828.3288 0.450 6828.3425 0.470 

6828.3580 0.453 6829.3517 0.543 

6830.3098 0.521 6830.3462 0.522 -0.125 

6830.3694 0.539 -0.131 6831.3714 0.458 

6832.3246 0.446 -0.133 6833.4003 o .40!) 

6834.2975 0.3% 6835.3052 0.420 

6836.2854 0.504 084G.20G4 0.406 

6847.2806 0.428 -0.105 6850.3460 0.407 -0.118 
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Table 4. continued 

JD (Bel.) 6Y 6(13- \7) JD (Bel.) 6V 6(13-V) 

2440000.+ 2440000.+ 

6851.2975 0.471 -0.104 6852.2884 0.527 -0.114 

6853.3386 0.479 -0.126 6857.3351 0.395 

6858.2536 0.450 -0.121 6859.3459 0.524 -0.136 

6860.2573 0.500 -0.110 6861.2438 0.463 -0.120 

6862.2502 0.430 -0.131 6877.2767 0.436 

6883.1848 0.481 6884.2116 0.471 -0.138 

6892.2755 0.430 7157.4257 0.4G2 

7178.3509 0.574 7179.3813 0.489 

7183.3386 0.437 7184.3705 0.524 -0.099 

7185.4286 0.564 -0.128 7198.3102 0.461 

7200.3523 0.566 7201.3099 0.544 -0.091 

7230.2368 0.G05 -0.102 7232.3000 0.430 -0.131 

7233.2821 0.412 7238.2963 0.595 

7556.4260 0.311 -0.155 7557.3G1G 0.324 -0.130 

7558.4298 0.404 -0.113 7559.3064 0.437 -0.126 

7560.33G7 0.481 -0.13G 7561.3781 0.418 -0.126 

7572.4274 0.334 -0.119 7852.4024 0.440 -0.149 

7853.4286 0.364 -0.132 78G5.4G2G 0.270 

7856.4210 0.313 -0.130 7869.4159 0.275 -0.197 

7912.3177 0.389 -0.127 7913.3303 0.329 -0.119 
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Table 4. continued 

JD (ReI.) 6V 6(8-V) JD (Hel.) 6V 6(B-V) 

2440000.+ 2440000.+ 

7915.3238 0.232 -0.149 7910.4041 0.287 -0.138 

7917.3413 0.318 -0.157 7018.3846 0.347 -0.131 

7922.3211 0.237 -0.178 8290.4220 0.156 -0.152 

8297.4000 0.192 -0.138 8298.3780 0.205 -0.131 

8299.3079 0.250 -0.159 8300.4229 0.334 -0.171 

8301.3839 0.358 -0.123 8302.~,329 0.271 -0.141 

8303.4180 0.187 -0.18\3 8304.3991 0.151 -0.134 

8305.3491 0.194 8325.2711 0.227 -0.12G 

8327.2009 0.168 -0.105 8328.2670 0.220 -0.113 

8320.3012 0.270 -0.141 8331.2447 0.341 -0.104 

8332.2521 0.253 -0.124 8333.2169 0.151 -0.161 

8334.2072 0.132 -0.151 8335.2081 0.163 -0.084 
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Figure 4. Plot of ~(B-V) against the corresponding 6. F given in Table 4. 
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J). Vmax and ~ 1'min show nearly similar t.rends in their beha,viour; in general 

an increa.se in .6. Vm ax is followed by an increase in ~ 1'm!1l and a decrea,se in 

.6. Vmax by a decrease in .6. Vm1n . Both shm'l' monotonic increase from 1987 

onwards. 

Table 5. Photometric characteristics of DM UMa 

Epoch Amplitude ~ V'max .6. Vmlll Pha,se Min References 

1979.42 0.320 0.310 0.630 0.50 Eimble et 0.1. (1981) 

1980.17 0.200 0.400 0.600 0.45 1\1ohi11 et a.l. (1985 ) 

1981.22 0.185 0.395 0.580 0.19 Mohin et a1. (1985) 

0.75 

1982.21 0.115 0.365 0.480 0.03 Mohin et a1. (1985) 

0.49 

1983.35 0.205 0.300 0.505 0.35 Mohin et al. (1985) 

1984.37 0.230 0.425 0.655 0.2G Mohin et a1. (1985) 

1985.06 0.141 0.439 0.580 0.15 Present study 

1986.46 0.186 0.424 0.610 0.G2 Heckert et al. (1988) 

1987.10 0.158 0.382 0.540 0.57 Present study 

1988.07 0.188 0.412 0.600 0.00 Present study 

1989.02 0.170 0.311 0.481 0.00 Present study 

1990.09 0.210 0.235 0.445 0.96 Present study 

1991.16 0.215 0.135 0.350 0.90 Present study 

18. Phase of light minimum 

Fig. 7 is a plot of the phase of light minima taken from Table 5 against 

the corresponding mean epoch of observation. It is interesting to see that the 

phases of the light minima fallon four well separated lines. The minimum 

first observed in 1979 (which we identify as group A) could be traced until 
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Figure 7. Plot of the phase of light minimum versus mean epoch of obser

vation. 



1982. A second minimum which first Rppf'ared sometime in 1981 (group B) 

could be traced until 1985. During 198G-87 there ,vas a short-lived minimum 

(group C). The minima identified as group D had its origin sometime in 

1988 and was still in existence in 1991. From an analysis of the photometry 

available during 1979-84, Mohin et al. (1985) 11(we put a lower limit of about 

four years for the lifetime of a centre of actiyity (spot or spot group). But Fig. 

7 indicates that the lifetime of a spot or spot gronp can be as short as about 

two years (group C). It is interC'sting to see that all groups show migrations 

towards decreasing orbital phases. TIl(' photometric periods for group A, 

B, and D derived using least square technique are 7.4G5±O.002, 7.470±O.002 

and 7.487±O.OOl days, respectively. If th" equator is synchronized to the 

orbital rotation, this \\'ottlcl imply thFlt hip;lH'l' latitude regions are rotating 

faster than the equatorial region a.s snp;gestec1 hy Vogt &: Ha.tzes (1991) in 

the case of UX Ari. 

19. Results of spot modelling 

Vve have pooled our data \\,ith other published data. (Kimble et a1. 1981; 

Mohin et a1. 1985; and Heckert. et. a1. 1988) and discuss it in the framework 

of spot model described in Chapter 3. The' .Tuliall days of observation were 

converted int.o orbital phases using t,h(' following ephemeris (Crampton et a1. 

1979): 

JD (ReI.) = 2443881.4 + 7ci .492 E, 

where the initial epoch corresponds t.o t.he time of ma.ximum of positive radial 

velocity, and the period is the orbit.al period mentioned above. Both Band 

V observations were given equal weights ill the solution of spot parameters. 

The computed best fit B a.nd V light curves are shown in Figures 8-18 along 

with the available B and V band obsC'l'vat.iolls. 

Vve could not prerisdy determin(' t.hc' F magnitude of the comparison 

star; however our measurements yield (\ mean B - V =1.183±0.013 for it. 

To convert the differential magnit,ucle (mel colour of the va.ria.ble to V and B 

magnitudes that are needed for the a.na.lysis, we have assumed V =0.0 mag 

for the comparison star. Wit.h this, for the varia.ble star 6. V becomes V, 

and (6.(B - V) + 6.V + 1.183) becomes B; the ordinates in Figures 8-18 
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Figure 8. The 1979.42 light curve of DM UMa (Kimble et a1. 1981) along 

with the corresponding best fit computed curves. Ob.servations in B and 

V bands are indicated by open and filled circles respectively. Phases are 

reckoned from JD (HeI.) 2443881.4 using the period 7d .492. 
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Figure 9. The 1980.17 light curve of DM UMa. (Mohin et al. 1985). The 

descriptions are as in Fig. 8. 
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Figure 11. The 1983.35 light curve of DM UMa. (Mohin et al. 1985). The 

descriptions as in Fig. 8. 
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Figure 12. The 1984.37 light curve of DM UMa (Mohin et al. 1985). The 

descriptions are as in Fig. 8. 
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Figure 13. The 1985.06 light curve of DM UMa (present study). The 

descriptions as in Fig. 8. 
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Figure 14. The 1986.46 light curve of DM UMa (Heckert et al. 1988). The 

descriptions are as in Fig. 8. 
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Figure 15. The 1987.10 light curve of DM UMa. (present study). The 

descriptions are as in Fig. 8. 
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Figure 16. The 1988.07 light curve of DM UMa (present study). The 

descriptions are as in Fig. 8. 
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Figure 17. The 1989.02 light curve of DM UMa (present study). The 

descriptions are as in Fig. 8. 
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Figure 18. The 1990.09 light curve of DM UMa (present study). The 

descriptions are as in Fig. 8. 
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are these values. 

As mentioned earlier, DM UMa is a non-eclipsing binal"y, and hence 

the orbital inclination is unknown. An uncertainty in the inclination will be 

reflected directly on the polar distance of the spot. For the present analysis 

we have used i = 400 , the probable value suggested by the mass function and 

the luminosity ratio (Crampton et aI. 1970; Kimble et al. 1981). 

The magnitude of the unspotted star is the other parameter that is un

certain and the assumed value of whic.h has a similar direct effect on the 

polar distance in models that allow high latitude spots. The problems asso

ciated with the assumption of the unspotted magnitudes have already been 

discussed in detail by Poe & Eaton (1985). If the actual unspotted mag

nitude is higher than that assumed in the treatment of the model then the 

derived spot area and temperature would be of differential nature. Our cal

culations show that an increase of unspotted brightness by about 0.1 mag 

would decrease the spot temperature by about 200 K. DM UMa has been 

observed every year since the 1979 discovery of its light variation. The value 

.6.V=0.135 mag ,\Tith respect to the comparisoll star BD +6cf°1301, observed 

by us during 1900-91, is the brightest magnitude observed so far. The anal

ysis was s~arted much before the beginning of the 1990-91 observations. 

Hence the brighter magnitude .6. V =0.23 observed during the previous sea

son was assumed to represent the V magnitude of unspotted star and the 

corresponding B=1.26 mag to represent the unspotted B magnitude. The 

assumed unspotted magnitude does not change significantly the derived spot 

parameters except the tempera.ture which would be affected by about 200 K. 

The effec.tive temperature of the undisturbed photosphere was tal.;:en as T * = 

4700 K, which according t.o Johnson (1906) approximately corresponds to K1 

III-K2 IV spectral type and the assumed unspotted B - V=1.03 mag. The 

nature of the secondary componen~ of DM UMa is unknown; it is probably 

a late-type dwarf (Kimble et al. 1981), and we neglected the contribution of 

the secondary in the B and V spectral ~egions. 

Table 6 summarizes the results of the lea.st squa.re 811a1ysis; it gives the 

mean epoch of observation; the pol81" dista.nce; longitude a.nd temperature 

of spots; area of spots as a fraction of the total surface area of the star; the 
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standard deviation of fit; the number of observations in V and B bands; and 

the reference from where the data were taken. In the case of observations 

with mean epoch 1982.21 only V band data arc available. At epoch 1983.35 

the available data are few in number. Therefore in these two cases we have 

assumed the temperature to be the mean of temperatures derived in other 

cases. 

It is found (Table 6) that a high latitude single spot could reproduce 

all the light curves except that obtained during early 1981 where two spots 

are found to be necessary to aceount for the light variation. In all the cases 

considered we have calculated the standard deviation of the fit a = ) (~-=-~)2 , 

where n is the total number of observations in B and V ba,ncis and L is the 

total number of parameters solved for. It is found to be of the order of the 

scatter seen in the data, which is largely due t.o the temporal changes that 

occur in the light curves within a few orbital cycles, probably as a result 

of changes in the configuratIon of spots. The present model assumes that· 

the spots are circular in shape; i. e., a spot or spot group of irregular shape 

(which is more likely) is effectively repla.ced by a.n 'equivalent' spot of circular 

shape. This a.ssumption seems to account for all the light variation seen; the 

slightly la,rger standa,rd deviation of fit oht.a,iued in some ca.ses may be- due 

to the departure from this approximation. 

Calculations were made with the same linear limb-darkening law for both 

the spots and undisturbed photospheric. region. The linea.r coefficients used, 

A = 0.78 for the V band and A = 0.92 for the B banel, were derived from 

interpolations of the values tabulated by Ma,nducc) et a1. (1977) for the solar 

composition. Tl~ey have shown tha.t the darkening is remarkably insensitive 

to surface gravity in B and V bands. Fig. 10 also shows the computed curves 

with different quadratic limb-darkening laws for the spotted and unspotted 

regions and for the same set of spot parameters: (A* = 0.77, B* = 0.01, 

As = 1.08, and Bs = - 0.24 for the V band; and A* = 1.07, B* = - 0.22, 

As = 1.36, and Ba = - 0.50 for the B banet These values correspond to 

temperatures T ... = 4700 1\, Ts = 3500 K, log g = 1.5, and [A/H] = 0.0, 

and were derived from the tables of Ma,nduca et a1. (1977). It is clear that 

the differences between the two eases of limb-darkening are insignificant, well 
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within the observational uncertainties; the least square solutions show only 

marginal differences in the resulting spot parameters and negligible difference 

in the sta.ndard deviations of fit to the data. 

Out of the 12 observing seasons considered, we could derive spot tem

peratures for the data obtained on 10 occasions; this is the first time that 

such an attempt has been made from an extensive set of data for an RS CVn 

object. From Table 6, it is seen that the derived spot temperatures lie in 

the range 2800±240 K to 3720±250 K, with a mean of 3400±60 1\. In view 

of the uncertainties in the determination, it is difficult to be sure whether 

the differences in the temperatures seell at different epochs are real. The 

derived temperature represents the effective temperature of the equiva.lent 

large spot. Hence, a difference in the effective spot temperatures observed 

at different times probably indicates various distributions of spot sizes and 

temperature a.t different epochs. 

In Figure 19, \ve have plotted the observed qua.ntities, amplitude of 

light variation and brightness at light curve maximum, and the derived spot 

parameters, fractiona.l area, pola.r distance a.ndlongitude. The set of obser

vations with the mean epoch 1982.21 shO\vs a larger scatter and does not 

define the light curve well, and the least square solation indicates a single 

large polar spot. Because of the large errors involved, we have not plotted the 

corresponding longitude and polar distance. From Fig. 19 we find that from 

1984 onwards the brightness at light curve maximnm has increased nearly 

monotonically (by ",0.2 mag), whereas the a.mplitude has remained within 

a narrow range (0.16-0.23 mag) with no apparent trend. Qualitatively, this 

implies a disappearance of high latitude spots and a corresponding reduction 

in the spot area. 

The results of modelling indicate the presence of spots at high-latitudes 

at all times; only in one case there is an indication of an additional low

latitude spot (mean epoch 1981.22,.8 p=71 o. Incidentally, the spot area wa.s 

the highest during this epoch). From a study ()flight curves of several objects 

using spot modelling, Rodano et a1. (1986) and Zeilik et a1. (1990) have 

already noted that high latitude spots seem to be commonpla.ce in active 

spotted stars. We find from Fig. 19 that the high-latitude spots can be 
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traced for two or three consecutive seasons, \\,hereas there is no tra.ce of the 

low-latitude spot during the earlier or later seasons. This seems to suggest 

that if spots are present near the equator then the centre of activity has a 

lower lifetime than that if the spots were present at higher latitudes. During 

the period 1988-90, the longitudes of the spots have remained close to ",0°, 

but the latitudes have drifted slightly towards the equator. 'TVe a.lso· find 

from Fig. 19 that there is a slow migration of spots in latitude towards the 

equa.tor from 1984 onwards, and a decrease in the spot area during the same 

period. Note that this result is cont.ra,ry to wha.t is observed in the sun. 

20. H 0' observations 

DM UMa was obseryec1 at H C\: region on a. total of seven nights during 

the 1990-91 observing season. 

Table 7. H 0' data of DM UMa 

Date JD Phase E'''1 F'~THM Height EvV2 

2440000.+ A A A 

28 Nov 1090 8224.46GO 0.60 1.22 3.67 0.39 0.17 

07 Jan 1991 8264.4229 0.03 1.95 3.37 0.64 0.82 

06 Feb 1991 8294.4444 0.04 1.22 3.18 0.42 0.11 

07 Feb 1991 8295.4521 0.17 1.08 3.42 0.30 0.12 

OS Feb 1991 8296.3153 0.2S 0.95 3.07 0.31 -0.04 

OS Feb 1991 8296.4334 0.30 1.04 3.36 0.31' 0.13 

06 Mar 1991 8322.2451 0.75 1.38 3.16 0.55 0.08 

Table 7 gives the log of observations; it contains the Julian day of observation; 

H 0: emission equivalent width EVil; full width at half maximum of H 0: 

emission, F'WHM; height of the H a emission in terms of F A/F c; photometric 

phase and the equivalent width EW2. The computations of E'iVl and EW2 

were done as described in Chapter 2. 

The results of H a observations are plotted in Figs 20 and 21. The 
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nightly E,\T1 values range from 0.95 A to 1.95 A indicating that the emission 

in H Ct was very strong and varied by a factor of two during the period of the 

observation. The avera.ge values of E,V1 and FVilHM arc'" 1.26 A and f"-.; 

3.32 A respectively. Simila.r H a: behaviour has been reported by Crampton 

et a1. (1979) and Nations & Ramsey (1986). Significant cllCmges in the HCt 

profile and equivalent width on time scales as short as a few hours have been 

reported (Tan & Liu 1985; Nations & Ramsey 198G). 

We could not begin photometric \vork simultaneously ''lith the spec

troscopy because of poor sky conditions. T\:\"o of the H Q spectra were ob

tained before the photometry \vas begun; the rest during the period of pho

tometry. Fig. 22 displays both the light. CUl'VC and E"\V1; the mean epoch of 

observations are indica.ted in the figure. It is seen from the figure that the 

H 0 emission strength is well correlated with the photometric phase in the 

sense that the emission is more intense near the light curve minimum. 

The-Ha: observations obtained on 7 Jan and G Feb 1991 fa.llnearly a.t 

the same phase. But the equivalent width obtainecl OIl the former occa.sion 

is significaJltly larger than t.ha.t obta.ined 011 the la.ttel' o("casiol1. Both these 

observa.tions fa.ll close to the photriletric minimum. It. is very likely tha.t 

the larger equivalent width observed on 7 J a.nuary 1991 is rela.ted to a flare 

event. This interpretation is favoured because of its coincidence with the 

light minirn'll:m when the spotted region is fa.cing the observer. 
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5 

II PEGASI 

21. Historical introduction 

II Peg (= HD 224085 = BD +270 4642) is a non-eclipsing binary con

sisting of a visible K2 IV primary and a spectroscopica.lly invisible secondary. 

The orbital elements of.II Peg were first determined by Sanford (1921) and 

later by Halliday (1952). Chugainov's (1977) radial velocity measurements 

showed a systematic shift of about OP .15 with respect to the elements of Hall

iday. Accordingly Raveendran, Mohin & Mekkaden (1981) re-a.nalysed Halli

day's data and obtained a refined perio d of 6.724464 days. In a spectroscopic, 

study of II Peg, Vogt (1981) obtained several radia.l velocity measurements, 

and combining them with the previously published values independently de

rived new orbital elements for the system. Using both spectroscopic and 

photometric data obtained by him, Vogt argued that during the time of his 

observations the star, showed predominantly one large spot or spot group 

which at certain phases essentially passed completely out of view. A series 

of high-resolution H C\:' profiles obtained by him showed that the shape of H C\:' 

emission profile was consistent with rotational phase, but its strength showed 

rotational modulation. In addition, a low-dispersion spectrum obtained by 

Vogt close to a light minimum showed strong TiO and VO features when 

compared to a spectrum taken close to a light maximum, givi~1g evidence of 
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the presence of starspots. 

Many spectroscopic studies have indicated that II Peg has strong Ca II 

H and K, and Hex emissions. The solar flare diagnostic line A 5876 of He I 

has also been detected in emission (Buzasi, Huenemoerder & Ramsey 1991). 

Simultaneous photometry and spectroscopy indicated a strong correlation be

tween the light variation and the strengths of TiO bands (Bopp & Noah 1980; 

Huenemoerder & Ramsey 1987; Buzasi, Huenemoerder & Ramsey 1991). 

Though the light variability of this star was first noted by Eggen (1968), 

it was Chugainov (1976) who obtained the first photometric light curve and 

derived the 6.75 day photometric period. Chugainov tentatively classified 

the star as a BY Draconis-type variable due to its flare activity, variable 

amplitude in V and the time-scales of the changes in the highly asymmetric 

light curves. A more detailed study of the system was done a little later 

by Rucinsky (1977) who argued that this star resembles more closely an RS 

CVn though it exhibits many of the characteristics of the post-T Tauri star 

FK Ser. Hartmann, Londono & Phillips ( 1979) have found from the Harvard 

archival plate collection that II Peg was essentially constant in mean light 

level over the years 1900-40. 

Interest in this system increased when Spangler, Owen & Hulse (1977) 

in a radio survey of close binaries discovered that it is a radio variable with 

the longest time-scale of variation among the radio binaries known then. The 

observed absolute radio luminosity is comparable to that of the well known 

RS CVIl systems such as AR Lac, SZ Psc and V711 Tau (Owen & Gibson 

1978). It has been detected as a strong source of both soft and hard X-ray 

flares (Walter et a1. 1980; Schwartz et a1. 1980). 

The IU E observations revealed that it has strong and variable UV emis

sion lines (Linsky 1984; Byrne et a1. 1984). The most important evidence 

for the rotational modulation of plages in the case of RS CV n stars was pro

vided by the IU E observations of II Peg which showed a clear enhancement 

of chromospheric and transition regions lines centered about the light curve 

minimum (Rodono et a1. 1987). Moreover this star gave an indirect evidence 

for the presence of starspots, analogous to sunspots, by displaying flares and 

plages.in the ultraviolet region which are anticorrelated with the light curve, 
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i. e., the UV fluxes are highest when the optical brightness is lowest (Marstad 

et a1. 1982; Andrews et a1. 1988). Near-simultaneous ground-based high 

resolution optical spetroscopy, 1U E observations and photometry provided 

evidences for the changes in the distribution of brightness in the photosphere, 

chromosphere and transition region (Byrne et a1. 1989). They have argued 

that these changes are interlinked and possibly a result of rotation. 

22. BV photometry 

II Peg was observed on a total of 57 nights during the five observing sea

sons 1986-87 (17 nights), 1987-88 (10 llights), 1988-89 (6 nights), 1989-90 

(16 nights), and 1990-91 (Snights). HD 223094 (K2 ) and HD 224895 (KO ) 

were observed along with the va.riable as compa,rison stars. The observations 

were made differentially with respect to HD 223094 and were transformed 

to the Johnson's U BV system. The average ma,gnitude and colour of the 

comparison star HD 223094 determined by us are 6.957 ± 0.013 and 1.621 

± 0.006, respectively. These values are in good a.greement with those given 

by Nicolet (1978). The magnitudes and colours of II Peg thus determined 

are listed in Ta,ble 8. The typical uncertajnty in the measurements of the 

differential magnitudes and colours is rv 0.01 mag. Each value given in Table 

,8 is a mean of three to four independent measurements. The Julian days 

of observation given in Table 8 are converted to orbital phases using the 

following ephemeris given by Ra,veendran, Mohin & Mekkaden (19S1): 

JD (hel.) = 2443030.396 + 6d .724464 E, 

where the zero phase corresponds to the conjunction with the visible K2 IV 

primary in front and the period is the spectroscopic orbital period. 

23. Light curves 

The observations obtained during the seasons 1986-87, 1988-90, and 

1989-90 are plotted in Figs 23-25. The mean epochs of observations are 

indicated in each figure. The observations obtained during 1986-87 season 

(Fig. 23) show that the shape of the light curve has undergone remarkable 

changes from that of the earlier season's light curve. The amplitude is 0.4 
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Table 8. Magnitudes and colours of II Peg 

J.D. (Hel) 61/ ~(B - V) J.D. (Hel) 61/ ~(B - V) 

2440000.+ 2440000.+ 

1986-87 Observing Season 

6801.1340 7.515 6821.1020 7.601 

6802.1180 7.349 1.034 6823.1248 7.374 

6803.1145 7.326 1.032 6824.0946 7.427 

6804.0958 7.403 1.0G1 6825.0858 7.462 

6816.1134 7.342 6828.0824 7.510 

6817.1032 7.384 6830.0885 7.326 

6818.0958 7.423 6831.0852 1.394 

6819.0995 7.554 1.084 6832.001G 7.402 

6820.1115 ... ~').) , .,_ ..... 

1987 -88 Obscn'ing Season 

7175.0861 7.491 7184.1076 7.370 1.041 

7176.0875 7.509 7185.0941 7.412 1.036 

7178.1078 7.417 1.037 7201.0829 7.450 

7179.0985 7.480 7202.0829 7.496 

7183.0847 7.466 7203.0970 7.4G1 

1988-89 Observing Sea.son 

7556.0771 7.581 7559.0814 7.419 

7557.0881 7.751 1.084 7560.0828 7.313 

7558.0847 7.731 7561.0833 7.346 
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Table 8 continncd 

J.D. (Hcl) 6.V 6(B - V") J.D. (HeI) 6V 6(B - V) 

2440000.+ 2440000.+ 

1980-90 Observing Sea.son 

7852.249D 7.527 1.058 7805.1142 7.700 1.052 

7853.1379 7.700 1.000 7800.0834 7.504 1.052 

7854.0917 7.74G 1.07G 7912.1025 7.431 1.050 

7855.1G2D 7.601 1.074 7D13.0887 7.581 1.056 

7856.0897 7.472 1.044 791G.0809 7.610 1.080 

7867.0901 7.726 1.087 7017.0839 7.417 1.038 

7877.1769 7.350 1.063 7918.0830 7.378 1.023 

7878.1G59 7.301 1.040 7019.07D9 7.4G3 1.051 

1990-91 Obscrving Season 

8280.0803 7.476 1.033 829D.0830 7.G03 

8281.0769 7.445 1.059 8300.0846 7.545 1.042 

8207.0848 7.484 1.091 8301.0936 7.459 1.098 

8298.0834 7.526 1.058 8302.0874 7.523 1.079 
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Figure 23. The 1987.09 light -curve of II Peg. Phases are reckoned from 

JD (He!.) 2443030.396 using the period 6d . 724464. 
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Figure 25. The 1989.98 light curve of II Peg. Phases a.re reckoned as in 

Fig. 23. 
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mag, and the minimum (V = 7.722) and maximum (V = 7.320) occur at OP.50 

and OP .00 respectively. A similar lCU'ge amplitude for II Peg had occurred 

earlier during 1977-78 (Vogt 1979). The amplitudes of the light curve just 

before and after 1986-87 season were only around 0.20 mag. 

Fig. 24 shows the observations made during the 1988-89 season. 

Though the data are limited, the light curve is clearly defined close to both 

the minimum and maximum which occur around OF .25 and OP .65. The am

plitude is around 0.44 mag. The light curve obtained by Casas et 801. (1989) 

immediately after our observations registered the highest so far observed am

plitude of 0.50 mag. Doyle et a1. (1988) also have reported a similar value 

for the amplitude around 1986.78, but the observational uncertainty in their 

case is of the order of 0.04 ~:nag. Casas et a1. (1989) have also reported that 

the system's maximum brightness during their observations was 7.250 mag 

which is close to the value of 7.20 mag in 1974 (Chugainov 1976). 

In Fig. 25 we have plotted the observations obtained during 1989-90 

season. The amplitude of light variation is around 0.39 mag; the light max

imum and minimum occur at 01) .80 and or .35, respectively. Fig. 26 is the 

plot of B - Y given in Table 8 agajnst the corresponding observed visual 

magnitude. There is apparently no correlation between the colour B - Y 

and the visual brightness of II Peg;· but there is a scatter with a total range 

of about 0.10 mag and this is much lal'ger than the expected observational 

uncertainty. 

The photometr~c properties derived from the present observations to

gether with those compiled from various sources are given in Table 9. The 

quantities given in the table are mostly evaluated from graphical plots of the 

observations. The ephemeris of Raveenclran, Mohin & Mekkaden (1981) was 

used throughout for the analysis. 

24. Brightness at light maximum and l11hlimum 

Fig. 27 is a plot of V max and Vmin from Table 9 against the corre

sponding amplitude. An inspection of Fig. 27 clearly reveals that at larger 

amplitudes the brightness at minimum decreases a.nd the brightness at max

imum increases. Chugainov's observations however do not confOrm to this 
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Table 9. Photometric characteristics of II Peg 

Epoch Amplitude l'~l!ax l~niTl Phase Min References 

1974.05 0.10 7.284 7.424 0.15 Chugainov (1976) 

1974.65 0.32 7.200 7.500 O.lS Chugainov (1976) 

1976.80 0.26 7.350 7.505 0.07 Rucinski (1977) 

1977.65 0.42 7.350 7.773 0.00 Vogt (1979) 

1979.82 0.17 7.430 7.598 0.65 Na.tions & Ramsey (1981) 

0.25 

1980.00 0.15 7.425 7.600 0.75 Raveendran et a.1. (1981) 

0.25 

1980.70 0.17 7.530 7.650 0.05 1301msz & Udalski (1981) 

0.08 

1980.73 0.17 0.05 Hall & Henry (1983) 

1980.97 0.22 7.440 7.660 0.00 Mohin et a1. (1986) 

0.65 

1981.75 0.27 0.83 Roelono et a1. (1983) 

1981. 76 0.22 0.77 Lines et al. (1983) 

1981.83 0.20 0.60 Zeilik et a1. (1982) 

19,82.05 0.29 7.360 7.656 0.70 Mohin et a1. (1986) 

1982.10 0.24 0.72 Henry (1083) 

1983.10 0.11 0.77 Andrews et al. (1988) 

1983.63 0.09 0.66 Evren (1988) 

0.10 

1983.76 0.05 0.74 Evren (1988) 

0.14 

1984.60 0.16 0.34 Evren (1988) 
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Table 9. continued 

Epoch Amplitude ~i~n (Ll' t/~n in Pha5e Min References 

1984.63 0.l2 7.483 7.623 0.35 Byrne et al. (1989) 

0.65 

1984.65 0.12 7.460 7.606 Kaluzny (1984) 

1984.68 0.15 0.55 Arevalo et a1. (1985) 

1985.00 0.23 0.76 Strassmeier et a1. (1989) 

1985.01 0.20 7.390 7.500 0.70 1vlohin et al. (1986) 

0.35 

1985.87 0.23 0.57 Boyd et a1. (1987) 

0.24 

1985.88 0.21 0.24 '\Tacker & Guinan (1986) 

o -'J .1-

1986.00 0.29 0.20 S trassmeier et a1. (1989) 

0.71 

1986.77 0.47 7.322 7.791 0.65 Cutispoto et a1. (1987) 

1986.78 0.50 7.220 7.800 0.60 Doyle et aI. (1988) 

1986.80 0.45 7.325 7.775 0.58 Byrne et a1. (1986) 

1986.90 0.40 7.290 7.600 0.63 Mekkaden (1987) 

1986.96 0.40 0.57 Boyel et a1. (1987) 

0.24 

1987.09 0.40 7.326 7.722 0.50 Present study 

1987.92 0.15 0.23 Cano et a1. (1987) 
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Table 9. continued 

Epoch Amplitude l'ma:l' '~1l17l Phase Min References 

1987.79 0.27 Evren (1990) 

1988.65 0.30 0.32 Evren (1990) 

1988.78 0.41 0.65 Pa.jdosz et 81. (1989) 

1988.91 0.43 0.22 Cutispoto et a1. (1989) 

1989.02 0.44 7.310 7.750 0.25 Present study 

1989.07 0.50 7.250 7.750 0.24 Ca.sas et a1. (1989) 

1989.31 O.4G 0.27 Evren (1990) 

1989.50 0.43 0.38 Cutispoto et a.1. (1989) 

1989.61 0.42 0.32 Evren (1990) 

1989.98 0.39 7.350 7.740 0.35 Present Study 

1991.06 7.603 0.50 Present Study 
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trend. As argued by Vogt (1981) it may probably be due to a difference in 

the zero-points of magnitude between Chugainov's and the others' observa

tions. The behaviour of II Peg as seen in Fig. 27 is similar to that seen in 

the case of UX Ari and V711 Tau, two other active RS CVn stars (Chapter 

7 and Chapter 8). 

To find out the time variations in the brightness at maximum and min

imum of light curves all the available 11m a~' and V min given in Table 9 are 

plotted in Fig. 28 against the corresponding epoch of observations. As can 

be seen from the figure significant changes occur in the mean light level of 

the system from season to season. The maximum light level Vmax has main

tained a value less than or equal to 7.35 mag during 1976-85. However, 

Vmax shows a secular increase from 1986 onwards; the highest value of Vmax 

obtained by Casas et a1. (1989) during 1989 was 7.25 mag. 

25. Phase of light minimum and amplitude 

To find out the evolution of starspots or starspot regions we have plotted 

the phase of light minimum (¢m in) and V amplitude of light variation given 

in Table 9 against the corresponding mean epoch of observation in Figs 29 

and 30 respectively. 

An inspection of Fig. 29 clearly shows that on most occasions during 

the period 1974-91 there were two prominent spots or spot groups present 

as indicated by two light minima in the light curves. '~Te could identify a 

total of six spots or spot groups from the migration of the ¢mi11' Their 

life times (a.s indica.ted by the time interval during which a. spot or spot 

group could be tra.ced from the va.lues of cPrnin) range fr0111 two to seven 

years. The difference in their photmetric periods from the orbital period 

indicates a range of -0.0037 to +0.0042 for .6.P fP. Here .6. is in the sense 

photometric minus orbital period. A study of the a.vailable photometry from 

1974-81 by R.odono et al. (1983) ha.ve indicated that. the two main features 

of the light curve, namely, the phase of light maximum and minimum migrate 

towards decreasing orbital phases a.t different rates (0.23 and 0.03 period per 

year respectively), with the minimum being almost synchronous with the 

orbital motion. They have argued that the difference in the migration rates 
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produce the observed changes in the light curve, i. e., from almost sinusoidal, 

to asymmetric, to double-peaked to almost fiat. But from Fig. 29 which 

covers a more extended period it is obivious that the migrat.ion of the phase 

of light minimum has both direct and retrograde motions. 

Fig. 30 shows that the amplitude of light curve is highly variable. In 

a recent analysis Evren (1990) has claimed that the amplitude variation is 

cyclic and the period is roughly four years. However, it is clear from the 

figure that II Peg had minimum amplitudes in 1980, 1984, 1988, whereas the 

maximum amplitudes occurred in 1978, 1982, 1987 and 1989 which are not 

separated by four years. 

In a recent analysis of starspot lifetimes c.onsidering 40 spots or spot 

groups on 17 different stars, Hall (1990) has argued that sma.ller spots (ra

dius < 20°) die before they can be disrupted by difFerential rotation, but 

larger spots are disrupted by differential rotation. He has proposed the fol

lowing two scenarios: (i) a large spot originates in a deep layer which may be 

rigidly rotating, is magnetically disconnected after a while, and is disrupted 

by differential rotation characteristic of the surface, or (ii) a large spot is not 

disconnected magnetically but the deeper byers from which it originates has 

approximately the same differential rotation law which applies to the surface 

layers. In the case of II Peg the discontinuities in the migration which are 

interpreted as the disappearence (or weakening) of the existing spot or spot 

group and the appearence (or strengthening) of a new spot or spot group 

(Mekkaden, Raveendran & Mohin 1982; HaIl 1990) indicate lifetimes in the 

range 2-7 years. According to Hall's scena.rio this implies the forma.tion of 

both large and small spots on the surfa.ce of II Peg. 

26. Spot modelling 

As discussed earlier (Chapter 3) the factor that most affects the mod

elling is the unspotted V magnitude of the star. Different values for the 

unspotted magnitude have been used in the modelling of the light curves 

of II Peg (Vogt 1981; Poe & Eaton 1985; R.odono et aI. 1986). The high

est value of Vmax = 7.20 mag reported in the litera.ture wa.s obta.ined by 

Chugainov (1976) in 1974. While modelling the light curve obtained by him, 
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Vogt (1981) found that satisfactory results could not be ob ;,ained with this 

value for the unspotted magnitude. So he argued that Chugainov's data 

suffer from a zero point error when compared to others' data and that the 

unspotted V magnitude is close to 11 = 7.35 ma,g. Vogt's argument need not 

b~ a sufficient rea.son to condemn Chugninov's observa.tion because Casas et 

a1.'s (1989) value of 7.25 mag is close to Chugainov's value of 7.20 (see Fig. 

28). So in the present analysis Chuga-inov's values of V = 7.20 mag and B 

= 8.22 mag are assumed to represent the unspot ted photosphere. Using the 

method described in Cl1apter 3 \ve have modelled the observations obtained 

during 1989-90 as an example. These observations are chosen because dur

ing this season sufficient data w~re obtained in both B and V bands so as to 

include temperature also as an unknown in tlw least squal'C analysis. 

Table 10. The spot parameters derived for the light curves of II Peg for 

1989-90 season 

Inc. (i) = 45° Inc. (i) = 75° 

Polar distance (degrees) 161.4±0.7 164.0±0.7 

Longitude (degrees) 118±1 119±1 

Radius (degrees) 118.0±1.0 95.0±1.4 

Temperature (K) 3780±55 3750:±:80 

Fractional area 0.735±O.008 0.541±0.012 

S. d. of fit (mag) 0.019 0.022 

II Peg is a single-lined spectroscopic bina.ry and hence the orbital incli

nation i is unknown. Spot parameters are derived using i == 45° and i = 
75°. The effective temperature of the undisturbed photosphere is assumed 

to be 4600 K. Calculations are carried out with the same quadratic limb

darkening law for both the spots and undisturbed photospheric region. The 

coefficients used are the following: A = 0.785 and B = 0 for V band, and 

A = 1.080 and B = -0.230 for B band .. The above values are derived from 
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interpolations using the table given by Manduca, Bell & Gustafsson (1977) 

for the solar composition. The computed best fit V' and B light curves are 

shown in Figs 31 and 32 a.long with the observed values. Results of the least 

square analysis are given in Table 10. The st.andard deviations of the fit in 

the two cases arE' nea,rly identical. There is a close agreement in the values 

derived for the polar dist.a.nces, longitudes and temperatures in the two cases. 

However, there is a large difference in the value' of the derived spot radii. In 

both ca.ses a substantial fraction of the spots lie in the invisible portion of 

the stellar surface, the fraction being large for i= 45°. The results indica.te a 

very large fra.ctional area for the spots (as high as 75 % for i = 45°), Doyle 

et a1. (1988) haye suggested a more complica.ted triangular distribution of 

spots to account for t.he photometric varia.tion. 

27. H a observations 

H Q region spectra of II Peg were obtained on a, total of 12 nights during 

the 1990-91 observing season. Table 11 gives the log of observa.tions; 1t 

con~a.ins the Julian day of observation; t.he H (\' emission equivalent width 

EW1; full widt.h at half,maximum of the H (\' emission (F\VHM); height of 

the H 0' emission in terms of F).."jF c; the photometric phase reckoned from 

the ephemeris of Raveendrau, Mohi11 & Mekkadell (1981); alld the equivalent 

width EW2. The computations of E\Vl and E\V2 were done as described in 

Chapter 2. The results of H Q observations are plott.ed in Figs 33-36. 

The average values of E\V1 and F\,VHM are ~ 0.91 A alld '" 2.40 A 
respectively. The nightly E\V1 va.lues range from 0.61 A to 1.93 A. Bopp 

& Noah's (1980) observations obta.ined during 1978 show a large scatter in 

equivalent width (E\~T) (range ~ 0.2A to ~ 2.0 A ) with a tendency to cluster 

in phase. Ra.msey & Nations (1984) have reported Ha E\V values ranging 

from -0.07 A tp 1.94 A obtained at two.different resolutions (~ 1 A and 0.5 

.A) during'1981. Observations during July 1984 indica.te E\iV values from 0.69 

A to 1.39 A (Byrne et al. 1989). While spectra obtained on five consecutive 

nights during November-December 1984 showed a monotonically decreasing 

EW values from 1.22 A to 0.64 A, a single spectra obtained after three weeks 

showed the EV\T to be 0.86 A (Liu & Tan 1987). The ob'servations given in 
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Figure 31. The 1989.98 V light curve of II Peg along with the con-esponding 

best fit computed curves for the assumed orbital inclinations i = 45° (broken) 

and i = 75° (continuous). Phases are reckoned as in Fig. '23. 
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Figure 32. The 1989.98 B light curve of II Peg a.long with the corresponding 

best fit computed curves for the assumed orbital inclinations i = 45° (broken) 

and i = 75 0 (continuous). Phases are reckoned as in Fig. 23. 
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Table 4 and plotted in Figs 10-13 show clea.rly that the star \vas monitored 

at almost all the orbital phases. 

Table 11. H 0' data of II Peg 

Date JD (HeI.) Phase E\iV1 F\i\lHM Height EW2 

2440000.+ A A A 

08 Oct 1900 8173.2549 0.799 0.80 2.G8 0.33 -0.19 

08 Oct 1990 8173.3365 0.811 0.G1 2.27 0.28 -0.55 

10 Oct 1990 8175.3431 0.100 1.40 3.02 0.54 +0.23 

11 Oct 1990 8176.2889 0.250 0.77 2.09 0.36 -0.44 

11 Oct 1990 8176.3323 0.256 0.66 1.83 0.35 -0.90 

22 Nov 1990 8218.1413 0.474 1.93 3.62 0.53 +1.05 

22 Nov 1990 8218.2198 0.485 1.62 3.31 0.50 +0.49 

23 Nov 1990 8219.0945 0.G15 0.93 2.99 0.32 -0.08 

28 Nov 1990 8224.1602 0.369 1.25 2.75 0.46 +0.19 

29 Nov 1990 8225.1G04 0.519 0.88 2.11 0.40 -0.44 

30 Nov 1090 8226.1934 0.071 0.61 1.83 0.32 -1.07 

07 Jan 1991 8264.1375 0.314 0.70 2.13 0.33 -0.71 

08 Jan 1991 8265.1278 0.461 0.57 2.04 0.27 -0.70 

07 Feb 1991 8295.1049 0.919 0.45 1.60 0.29 -0.98 

08 Feb 1991 8296.0785 0.064 0.49 1.77 0.27 -0.71 

An inspection of the Figs 33-36 indicates tha.t II Peg shows a very 

strong and asymmetrical H a emission line. All earlier investigators have 

remarked on the variability of the H a: profile in II Peg. The figures confirm 

the observations of Vogt (1981) who reported that the notch in the profile 

occurs precisely at the nominal H Q' rest wavelength with respect to the ab

sorption lines and the centroid of the emissl0n lies bluewa.rd. The emission 

is always fixed in wa.velength with respect to the absorption lines and occurs 
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}i'igure 33. H Q spectra of II Peg. The spectra are adjusted in wa.velength 

to line up the absorption lines. Each spectrum is normalized to continuum 

and shifted by 0.5. Phases are reckoned as in Fig. 23. 
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Figure 34. H Q spectra of II Peg. The descriptions are as in Fig. 33. 
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Figure 35. H a spectra of II Peg. The descriptions are a.s in Fig. 33. 
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Figure 36. H a spectra of II Peg. The descriptions are as in Fig. 33. 
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Figure 37. Top panel shows the V light curve and the bottom panel the 

variation of EWl. Phases are reckoned as in Fig. 23. The mean epochs of 

observation are indicated in the figure. 
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at the expected position of Ho:. This clearly demonstrates tha.t the emission 

is associated with the visible 1\:2 IV prima.ry wit.hout any contamination. 

Spectroscopic studies by Bopp & Noah (1980) have shown that the Hex 

emission strength is well correlated with the photometric phase in the sense 

that the emission is more intense near the light curve minimum. They have 

also noted several sudden fiare-like enhancements of H 0: with decay times 

up to several days. An attempt was made by us to have near-simultaneous 

photometry and spectroscopy. Due to the unfavoura.ble sk~ conditions we 

could begin the photometry of the star only three months after the beginning 

of the spectroscopic observatiolls. Though the phase coverge is incomplete 

the light curve is well-defined near the light minimum. The H a EW1 in 

Table 11 is plotted in Fig. 37 along with the V light curve obtained. It is 

evident from the figure that the emission is variable and there is a strong 

anticorrelation. It is interesting to see that all values of EVn except four 

are below 0.90 A. Out of these four tlVO values fall on the same ordinate 

with a difference of 0.3 A. These two Yfllu('s were obtained on the same night 

namely on 1990 Nov 22. RecentlYl Buzasi, Ramsey & Huenemoerder (1991) 

have concluded that II Peg appears to flare approximately once in every five 

hours. Their conclusion is based on rapidly cha,nging He D31 H (X and Hj3 

emissions obtained on a single night. Moreover Fig. 37 indicates that the star 

appears to have a tendency for flaring up during the photometric minimum, 

i. e, when the spotted region is visible to the observer. 
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6 

V711 TAURI 

28. Historical introduction 

The star HD 22468 (== HR 1099), more commonly known by its variable 

star nomenclature V711 Tau, is a bright star with V '" 5.7 ma.g. 

The first spectroscopic study of V711 Tau has indicated that it has 

double absorption lines (Adams, Joy & Sanford 1924). The extraordinary 

strengths of C Q I [ Hand K reversals and the moderately strong H C\: emis

sion line having a width of 5-6 A in its spectrum were first reported by \~Tilson 

(1963, 1964). Apm't being a spectroscopic binary, V711 Tau is also the pri

mary of a physically associated visual binary ADS 2644 whose companion 

cla,ssified as a 1(3 V star is 6 arc sec away (Jeffers & van den Bos 1963). The 

intrinsic light variability of V711 Tau was first reported by Cousins (1963). 

Bopp & Fekel (1976) identified \1711 Tau as an RS CVn type star and 

determined the physical parameters or' the system. It is a non-eclipsing, 

double-lined spectroscop.ic binary (K1 IV + G5 V) with a,n orbital period "I 

2.84 days. Fekel (1983) has found substa.ntial differences in the rotational ve

locities and line st.rengths of the two components using Reticon observations 

with high signal to noise ratio. He has also found a correlation between the 

asymmetries in the absorption lines of the more massive, active, cool star a.nd 

the photometric variations, and has derived improved physical parameters of 
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the system. 

V711 Tau is known as a strong and variable radio source (Owen, Jones, 

& Gibson 1976) and also as a source of strong radio bursts (see the series of 

papers in Astronomical Journal 83, No. 12, 1978). In addition to the radio 

emission, V711 Tau is found to emit both soft and ha,rd X-rays (Walter, 

Charles & Bowyer 1978; White, Sanford & Weiler 1978). 

Chromospheric and transition region emission lines, im.plying stellar sur

face fluxes of up to several hundred times the typical solar values, have been 

detected in the ultraviolet with lUE (Linsky 1984 and references therein). 

The ultraviolet observations indicate the presence of compact active regions. 

Vogt & Penrod (1983) applied the Doppler Imaging Technique for the 

first time to V711 Tau in order to determine the position of photospheric 

spots and bright chromospheric regions by exploiting its high rotational ve

locity and fairly certain • orbital inclination (·v sin i ~ 40 km S-l and i ~ 

33°, Fekel 1983). Later Gondoin (1986) a.pplied the same technique to pho

tospheric absorption lines (Fe 1) and chrolllosphedc emission lines ( Ca II IR 

and H cr) and found that on the surface of the primary both photospheric 

spots and bright solar-like chromospheric plages overlap. He also found that 

the location and extent of the active centres suggest the existence of strong 

magnetic flux at relatively high latitudes,...., 600 • 

Ramsey & Nations (1980) have spectroscopically esta.blished the exis

tence of starspots, using 8860A. TiO band observations. Spectroscopic stud

ies by several investigators (Simon & Linsl-;y 1980; Fraquelli 1984; Nations & 

Ramsey 1986; Buzasi, Ramsey & Huene1l1oercler 1991) have indicated that 

V711 Tau shows evidences of strong, variable, and short-term H a. activity. 

Recent spectroscopic analysis indicates that V711 Tau displays evidences of 

mass transfer (Buzasi, Ramsey & Huenemoerder 1991) . 

Zeeman-Doppler Ima.ging has given evidence of the presence of localized 

magnetic fields, thus providing spatial information regarding the seats of 

stellar activity centres in RS CVn stars (Donati et al. 1990). 

Photometric observations of V711 Tau ha.ve been carried out by many 

observers (see the references given in Table 13). Perhaps V711 Tau is one of 

the few RS CVn stars that have got extensive and uninterrupted photometric 
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history since 1976. Photometry of V7l1 Tau has been discussed by many 

authors, notably by Dorren et a1. (1981), Mekkaden, Raveendran & Mohin 

(1982), Bartolini et a1. (1983), Roelono et a1. (1986), and Strassmeier et a1. 

(1989). 

29. B V photometry 

V711 Tau was observed on a total of 120 nights during the seven observ

ing seasons 1984-85 (10 nights), 1985-8G (8 nights), 1980-87 (30 nights), 

1987-88 (25 nights), 1988-89 (10 night.s), 1989-90 (14 nights), and 1990-91 

(23 nights). The visual companion ADS 2G44B (K3 V) was included in all 

the measurements. The observations were ma.de differentially with respect 

to the comparison star 10 Tau (= HR 1101, F9 V, V = 4.28 mag, B - V 

= 0.58 mag) and were transformed to the Johnson's U BV system. Table 

12 gives the differential magnitudes and colours for V711 Tau in the sense 

variable minus 10 Tau. The typica.l uncertainty ill the measurements of the 

differential magnitudes and colours is ,...., 0.01 111Ft,g. The unpublished in cli

vidua.l observations obtained during 1981-82 season (Mohin et a1. 1982) are 

also given in Table 12. Each value in Table 12 is a mean of three to four 

independent measurements. 

Recently Fekel (1983) has given the following spectroscopic ephemeris: 

JD (hel.) = 2442763.952 + 2d .83774 E. 

However, in the present analysis to convert the Julian days of observation 

into orbital phases we have used the ephemeris of Bopp & Fekel (1976): 

JD (hel.) = 2442766.069 + 2a .83782 E, 

since it is this ephemeris that is used in most of the da.ta. al1alysis presented in 

literature. The zero phase corresponds to conjunction with the more active 

K-subgiant in front and the period is the s})ectroscopic orbital period. 

30. Light curves 

The observations obtained during the sea.sOl1S 1986-87, 19$7-88, 

1989-90, and 1990-91 are plotted in Figs 38-41. The mean epochs of 

observation are indicated in each figure. The obsel'vatiol1s obtained during 
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Table 12. Diifcl'(:'ntinl magnitudes and ('olours of V711 Ta.u 

J.D. (Hel) 6Y 6(B - Y) J.D. (Hel) ~V ~(B - V) 

2440000.+ 2440000.+ 

1981-82 Obscl'ving Season 

4973.182G 1.447 .385 5017.1100 1.497 .368 

4984.2340 1.4G8 .377 5018.1019 1.467 .387 

4985.2009 1.527 .373 5018.1405 1.439 .372 

4986.2120 1.527 .381 5019.1302 1.440 .368 

4987.2038 1.433 .403 5021.1255 1.424 .367 

4990.2144 1.425 .304 5022.1279 1.463 .397 

4991.2170 1.500 .382 50:24.1122 1.391 .375 

4992.2390 1.508 5025.1368 1.466 .387 

4999.1822 1.463 .359 5026.1333 1.467 .394 

5000.1582 1.491 .352 5027.1392 1.412 .375 

5002.1701 1.471 .403 5028.1323 1.490 .352 

5004.2045 1.441 .354 5029.1194 1.497 

5005.0875 1.485 .394 

5014.1271 1.513 .380 

5015.1411 1.508 .356 

1984-85 Ohserving Season 

6051.2615 1.353 .386 G083.2310 1.377 

6052.2524 1.457 .355 6087.1817 1.491 .331 

6054.2362 1.431 .369 6088.3705 1.393 .341 

6055.2800 1.498 .355 6090.1939 1.504 .348 

6056.2346 1.540 .352 6094.0984 1.366 .359 
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Table 12. continued 

J.D. (Hel) .6V .6(B - V) J.D. (Hel) 6.V 6(B - V) 

2440000.+ 2440000.+ 

1985-86 Observing Season 

6468.0966 1.491 .343 6474.1072 1.489 .345 

6468.1126 1.496 .328 6475.1108 1.432 .351 

6471.1723 1.473 6470.1209 1.408 

6471.1780 1.450 6500.1008 1.427 

6472.0868 1.455 .332 6500.1122 1.440 

6472.1080 1.440 .345 

1986-87 Observing Season 

6800.2295 1.506 6824.2344 1.452 

6801.2028 1.495 6825.1949 1.470 .331 

6801.2301 1.490 .333 6825.2220 1.456 

6801.2520 1.496 .330 6827.1826 1.444 

6802.2481 1.471 3')') . ~~ 6828.1271 1.484 

6803.2501 1.497 .313 6829.1268 1.470 

6803.2674 1.496 .310 6830.1739 1.442 .323 

6804.1770 1.476 .328 6831.2020 1.488 

6816.1941 1.437 6832.1510 1.479 .330 

6817.2065 1.500 6832.1700 1.478 .322 

6818.1829 1.480 6833.1203 1.427 
. 

6819.1811 1.437 .330 6835.0898 1.471 .325 

6820.1861 1.488 .337 6836.0927 1.429 .327 

6821.1555 1.501 6847.1174 1.439 .333 

6823.2257 1.464 .322 6850.1375 1.437 .324 
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Table 12. continued 

J.D. (He1) ~V ~(B - V) J.D. (Hel) llV ~(B - 1/) 

2440000.+ 2440000.+ 

Hl8G-87 continued 

6851.1340 1.504 .331 6861.116G 1.453 

6852.13Gl 1.470 .325 0862.1370 1.494 

6860.0944 1.473 .32G 

1987 -88 Observing Season 

7157.0878 1.529 .351 7203.1573 1.530 .339 

7176.1877 1.501 .350 7204.1308 1.492 .350 

7178.2149 1.486 .337 7205.1220 1.522 .373 

7179.2051 1.508 .350 1206.1028 1.518 .350 

7183.1171 1.527 .357 7207.0914 1.494 .350 

7184.2170 1.481 .3GO 7208.1213 1.519 .350 

7185.1299 1.518 .340 7217.0983 1.523 .353 

7196.1695 1.515 .353 7220.0927 1.526 .350 

7197.1599 1.538 .343 7230.1128 1.489 .350 

7198.0985 1.487 .350 7231.1316 1.533 .332 

7200.1361 1.532 .342 7232.1385 1.481 .344 

7201.1487 1.487 .339 7233.1345 1.499 .391 

7202.1040 1.515 .344 
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Table 12. contillucd 

J.D. (Hel) 611 6(B - v') J.D. (HeI) ~F ~(B - V) 

2440000.+ 2440000.+ 

1988-89 Obs(-'l'villg; Season 

7530.2771 1.485 7500.1645 1.515 .328 

7556.1457 1.526 .323 7501.1728 1.466 .340 

7557.1590 1.508 .323 7564.1615 1.474 .328 

7558.1461 1.485 .332 7572.0903 1.521 .331 

7559.1668 1.546 .324 7573.1363 1.519 .333 

1989-90 Ohserving; Season 

7852.3223 1.479 .332 7912.2406 1.450 .326 

7853.2548 1.428 .322 7913.1199 1.401 .337 

7854.2557 1.511 .325 7914.1637 1.521 

7855.2955 1.465 .331 7915.1755 1.432 .329 

7856.2702 1.428 .327 7916.1580 1.437 .324 

7867.3277 1.419 .334 7917.1477 1.497 .330 

7878.2829 1.442 .315 7918.1506 1.445 .329 

1990-01 Observing Season 

8279.19G3 1.485 8209.1111 1.488 .328 

8280.1142 1.531 .310 8300.1172 1.533 .348 

8296.2181 1.482 .339 8301.1420 1.531 .347 

8297.1464 1.521 .330 8302.1198 1.484 .350 

8298.1352 1.559 .332 8303.1152 1.546 .343 
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Table 12. continued 

J.D. (HeI) .6..1' ~(B - V) J.D. (Hel) ~" ~(B - V) 

2440000.+ 2440000.+ 

1900-91 continued 

8305.1473 1.487 .337 8330.1098 1.506 .305 

8306.1394 1.534 .344 8331.08G9 1.513 .340 

8325.1406 1.517 .297 8332.0802 1.540 .330 

8326.1363 1.557 .323 8333.087G 1.498 .336 

8327.1236 1.504 .333 8334.08G3 1.512 .325 

8328.1167 1.519 .328 8335.0037 1.536 .364 

8329.1308 1.555 .315 
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Figure 38. The 1987.17 V and B - V curves of V711 Tau. Phases are 

reckoned from JD (HeI.) 2442766.069 using the period 2d.83782. 
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Figure 39. The 1988.09 light curve of V711 Tau. Phases are reckoned as in 

Fig. 38. 
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Figure 40. The 1989.98 V and B - V curves of V711 Tau. Phases are 

reckoned as in Fig. 38. 
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Figure 41. The 1991.16 light curve of V711 Ta.u. Phases a.re reckoned as in 

Fig. 38. 
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1986-87 season (Fig. 38) show tha.t the shape of the light curve has under

gone remarkahle changes from an almost sinusoidal sha,pe as fotlnd during the 

previous season by StrCtssmeicr ct a1. (108D). The light curve given in Fig. 

38 is double-peaked with the minima. occuring at "" 07).50 and f"V 01).90. The 

amplitude is "-' 0.08 mag, and ~V';nax is nearly the same as that of 1985-86 

season, where as £::. Y~llin is brighter by "" 0.10 mag. 

The 1987-88 sea,son's observations show that the light curve (Fig. 39) 

has become nearly sinusoidal a11d the amplitude has further reduced to '" 

0.05 ma,g alld that the minimum oecurs rv aT) .43. There is a decrease of 

'" 0.05 mag in the mean light level when compared to that of the previous 

season. 

In Fig. 40 we huye plotted the obsC'rvations obtained during 1989-90 

season. The figure .shows that the star's mean V magnitude has increased 

by '" 0.05 mag from that of the previous season and the amplitude of light 

variation has increased to rv 0.12 mag. The light curve is asymmetric with 

a slow rise and sudden fall. Both the ma.ximum ~\l1d minimunl of the light 

curve are very clearly defined and O("ClU' at I'V 01).68 and "-' 011 ,07 respectively. 

The light curve ohtained during the 19DO-91 season is plotted in Fig. 

41. It is similar to the light curve of 1987-88 season ill mean light level. 

However, the values of ~ "V;71ax and £::'l~l1in al'e '" 1.484 mag and"" 1.60 mag 

respectively, and 'occur at phases 011 .79 and OP .33. 

Figs 38 and 40 which also contain the corresponding B - V colours 

clearly illustrate that there is no significant correlation of the colour wi th the 

light variation. 

The photometric properties derived from the present observations to

gether with those compiled from various sources are listed in Table 13. For 

a few light curves which show a reasonably sinusoidal nature the phases of 

the light minima were determined by fitting the truncated Fourier series, 

L = Ao + Al cosB + A2co.s28 + Bl s.inS + B 2 sin28, 

where 8 is the photometric phase, and Ao, AI, A2 , Bl and B2 a.re the Fourier 

coefficients. For other light curves the light minima were taken trom the 

respective graphs. The amplitude of the light variation given in Table 13 is 

the, difference between the values of ~ V1J1 (I x and ~ Vmin" the brightness at 
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Table 13. Photometric cha.racteristics of V711 Tau 

Epoch Amplitude 6. 1'ma:r 6. ~~)li'/l Phase Min References 

1975.85 0.095 1.525 1.620 0.59±0.15 Bopp et al. (1977) 

1975.95 0.115 1.490 1.005 0.63±0.05 Bopp et aI. (1977) 

1976.02 0.135 1.465 1.595 0.03±0.05 Bopp et a1 (1977) 

1976.13 0.090 1.495 1.585 O.54±0.07 Bopp et a1 (1977) 

1970.76 0.115 1.495 1.610 O.57±0.07 Landis et a1. (1978) 

1970.91 0.120 1.500 1.620 0.63±0.05 Landis et a.l. (1.978) 

1977.14 0.115 1.495 1.610 0.55±0.11 Parthasa.rathy et al. (1981) 

1977.72 0.110 1.500 1.610 ·0.60±0:07 Bartolini et aI. (1978) 

1978.00 0.085 1.505 1.590 0.70±0.10 Ba.rtolini et a1. (1978) 

1978.18 0.072 1.520 1.592 0.72±0.08 Chambliss et al. (1978) 

1978.91 0.190 1.460 1.650 0.80 Ba.l'tolini et a1 (1983) 

1979.08 0.200 1.440 1.640 0.90±0.01 Sanna. & A usekar (1980) 

1979.11 0.210 1.440 1.650 O.91±0.01 Bartolini et a1 (1983) 

1979.15 0.210 1.415 1.625 0.91±0.OG Chambliss & Det terline (1979) 

1979.88 0.140 1.450 1.590 0.95±0.01 Ba.rtolini et aI. (1983) 

1979.91 0.140 1.460 1.600 0.04±O.01 Ba.rtolini ct a.l. (1983) 

1979.94 0:140 1.450 1.590 0.90±0.01 Bartolini ct a1. (1 9S3) 

1979.96 0.120 1.490 1.610 0.9G±0.01 Ba,rtolini ct aI. (1983) 

1979.98 0.170 1.430 1.600 0.92±0.O7 Mekkaden et aL (1982) 

1980.00 0.160 1.470 1.630 0.97±0.01 Sarma & Ausekar (19S1) 
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Table 13. contiul1e'cl 

Epoch Amplitude' .6. V71la~' I::,.Vml'll Phase Min References 

1980.13 0.120 1.450 1.570 0.93±0.02 Ba.rtolini et al. (1983) 

1980.14 0.155 1.440 1.595 0.80±0.07 Mekka,den et al. (1982) 

1980.73 0.050 1.500 1.550 0.06 Ba.rtolini et al. (1983) 

0.53 

1980.82 0.000 1.490 1.550 0.05 Bartolini et al. (1983) 

0.50 

1980.97 0.075 1.490 1.5G5 0.05 Bartolini et al. (1983) 

0.50 

1981.04 0.040 1.520 1.500 0.10 Bartolini et al. (1983) 

0.48 

1981.05 0.053 1.542 1.59,5 0.02±O.O8 Mek}.,;a.den et aL (1982) 

0.53±0.07 

1981.15 0.085 1.530 1.015 0.12±0.08 Mekka,den et al. (1982) 

0.43±0.05 

1981.19 0.090 1.490 1.580 0.42 Ba.rtolini et al. (1983) 

1981.73 0.104 1.510 1.014 0.35±0.O5 Rodono et al. (1986) 

1981.78 0.100 1.500 1.GOO O.30±0.O5 Roelono et al. (1986) 

1981.91 0.080 1.504 1.590 0.25±0.10 Rodono et al. (1986) 

1982.08 0.130 1.391 1.527 O.38±0.04 Mohin et al. (1982) 

1983.04 0.055 1.485 1.540 O.33±0:01 Andrews et al. (1988) 
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Table 13. contilluecl 

Epoch A111pli tude 6.Fma.l· 6.1·~1111l Phase Mill References 

1984.00 0.13G 1.373 1.509 D.3G Strass111eier et a1. (1989) 

1985.00 0.lG7 1.3G4 1.531 0.33 Strass111eier et 801. (1989) 

1986.00 O.lG7 1.423 1.590 0.41 Stra.ssmeier et 81. (1989) 

1986.80 0.100 1.440 1.540 O.50±0.01 Mekkaden (1987) 

0.80±0.10 

1987.17 0.070 1.427 1.50G O.50±O.06 Present Study 

0.S9±0.06 

1988.09 0.052 1.481 1.533 0.43±0.02 Present Study 

1989.11 0.47±0.O5 Present Study 

0.O3±0.O5 

1989.98 0.120 1.401 1.521 0.O7±O.Ol Present Study 

1991.16 0.075 1.484 1.559 O.33±O.Ol Present Study 
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light maximum a.nd minimum. 

31. Mean light level 

In Fig. 42 we have plotted the mean light level of the system calculated 

from 

mean 6. V = (6. V~llal' + 6. ~~1H11) I 2 

against the corresponding mean epoch of observations. It is interesting to see 

from the diagram tha.t the mean light level of the system during the period 

1975-82 was fainter by tv 0.05 mag than that during the period 1982-91. It 

can be seen that this significant change in the mean light level of the system 

occurred during a very short period. Observations obtained a.round the epoch 

1981.91 show a mean brightness of '" 1.55 mag, wherea.s those obt.ained 

around the epoch 1982.08 indicate a mean bright.ness ,...., 1.47 mag (Mohin et 

a1. 1982; Rodono et a1. 1986). Here we note tha.t the m(':an quiescent 'uv 

emission level of V711 Ta.u observed around the epoch 1983 was higher than 

that observed at ealier epochs. For example the 1983 CIV emission line :flux 

was 30 % brighter than 1978 (Andrews et al. 1988). The mean light level 

during 1982-91 shows a rather erratic variation when compared to that seen 

during 1975-82. The change in the mean light level probably arises from. a 

global reduction in the area of spots or from the dia.ppearence of spots from 

the polar region. 

32. Brightness at light maximum and miniI11Ulll 

From an analysis of the brightness a.t light maximum and light minimum, 

based on the then ava.ilable data, Mekkaden, Raveendran & Mohin (1982) 

found that the brightness of V711 Tau at light minimum is neal'ly constant 

and that all. increase in the amplitude is directly related to an increase in the 

brightness a.t light maximum. From this they argued tha.t the hemisphere 

of the active component visible at light minimum is always saturated with 

spots and that an increase in amplitude of light variation is a consequence 

of the disappearance of spots from the hemisphere visible at light maximum. 

La~er from more extended observational data. Bartolini et aL (1983) found 
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Figure 42. Plot of mean .6. V 'against the corresponding mean epoch of 

observation. 
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Figure 43. Plot of the brightness at light maximum (filled circles) and light 

minimum (open circles) against the V amplitude during the period 1975-81. 
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Figure 44. Plot of the brightness at light maximum (filled circles) and light 

minimum (open circles) against the V amplitude during the period 1982-91. 
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that in V711 Tau the brightness at both light maximum and light minimum 

is variable. 

In the light of the results presented in Fig. 42, we have divided the 

data in two groups representing two difFerent periods, one covering from 

1975-81 and the other from 1982-91, and in Figs 43 a.nd 44 we have plotted 

the .6. V max and 6Ym In against the corresponding amplitudes for the two 

periods. 

An inspection of Fig. 43 reveals that at larger amplitudes the brightness 

at minimum decreases and the brightness at maximum increases and both 

of them converge te t:::. V "'" 1.55 mag at very low amplitudes as seen in the 

case of UX A1'i (eha.pter 7). This indicates, qualitatively, the following: 

(i) At lmver amplitudes spots are evenly distributed in longitudes and are 

predominantly present at higher latitudes and hence aTe seen through out 

the rotational period. (ii) At higher amplitudes spots are more concentrated 

about some longitude and are predominantly at lower latitudes and hence 

disappear from the field of view during the rotational period. More over Fig. 

43 indicates that probably there is no substantial change in the tota.1 spotted 

area on the sUlface of the star during the period 1975-81 since the gain or 

loss in t:::. Vm ax is more or less compensated by the sa.me amount in 6 Vmin 

when the amplitude increases or decreases. 

\Ve meet probably a. similar situa.tion from Fig. 44. The dataset for 

1982-91 is limited, making it difficult to draw firm conclusions. The in

crease in ~ Vmax with increase in amplitude of the light curve is very obvious, 

whereas the variation in t:::. V11l il1 with the amplitude is not tha,t apparent; in 

fa.ct t:::. ll llW1 appears more or less constant v,rith a lTIel'\.n value of "'" b. V = 

1.52. The 1986 observa.tions of Strassmeier et 801. (1989) stand alone. Most 

likely, the situation here is simila.r to what Mcldmden, Raveendran, & Mohin 

(1982) faced in their analysis from a limited data series. 

33. Phase of light lninhnum and amplitude 

The evolution of starspots in RS CVn systems is usua.lly analysed from 

the tempora.l beha.viour of the phase of light minimum (<Pm in) and amplitude 

of light variation. \N'e have plotted the <Pmin and V amplitude given in Table 
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13 against the corresponding mean epoch of observation in Figs 45 and 46 

respectively. The phases of shallow m.inima. are indica.ted by open circles in 

Fig. 45. 

The minimum (group A) observed in 1975 call be traced to about 1981 

nearly continuously. Just before this minimum disappeared (or became less 

prominent) almost in the opposite longi tude another centre of activity (group 

B) was formed which" could be traced upto about'1985 unambiguously. On 

most occasions during the period 198G-90 two light minima could be identi

fied in. the light curves. It appears that one group of minima is a continuation 

of the minimum (group B) seen from 1981 onwards, and the other group lies 

close to the posi tions expected if the IninimlUll (group A) observed from 1975 

had continued. Group B has a slope close to zero indicating that the corre

sponding photometric period is very close to the assumed orbital period. The 

migration of the other minima is a result of the difference in the photomet

ric and orbital periods. The migration of the minima, seen during 1975-80 

indicates a rotation period of 2.84007 ± 0.00009 days (continuous line), and 

when we include the minima seen after 1986 also we arrive at a photometric 

period of 2.84036 ± 0.00005 days (dotted line). The shallow minima are not 

included in the lea.st square solutions. 

The minima observed around 1984-85 which occur"" OPA a.nd plotted 

as part of group B (indicated by arrows in Fig. 45) could be part of the group 

A minima as well. The presence of single minima in the light curve does not 

necessarily imply that there is only one centre of activity. It indicates the 

longitude of the predominant spot group. The light curve ohta.ined during 

1986-87 shows two minima, one'" OJl.5 and the other'" OJl.8, whereas the 

next season's light curve shows only one minimum centred", 01) .43. The 

brightness at the light maximum of the later light curve is nearly the same 

as the brightness at the light minimum at 01).8 of the former light curve. 

The two groups of minima lie on two independent near-straight lines, im

plying that spots are confined predominantly to two different latitude belts. 

It is likely that the centre of activity corresponding to the minimum first 

observed in 1975 (group A), probably with varying extent of spots has con

tinued to exist a.t least till the last observing season. This indicates a life 
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span of more than 15 years for the centre of activity. If it had ceased to 

exist in between, say after about 1982, then the appeal'ence of light minima 

after 1986 close to the positions expected from an extrapolation of earlier 

positions would mean the reappearence at the initial longitude of occurrence 

implyil1g a preferred longitude also. 

From the results of Doppler Imaging Techniques applied to UX Ari, 

Vogt & Hatzes (1991) have argued that the equtol'ial regions in the active 

component are synchronized to the orbital motion and that higher latitudes 

rotate faster than the equa.torial regions, contra.ry to what is observed in 

the sun. The photometric period for group B is close to the OL'bital period 

indicating near synchroniza.tion at the latitude corresponding to tha.t spot 

group. For the other group the period is la.rger than the orbital period 

indicating a slower rotation. If the results obtained for UX Ari hold in the 

case of \1711 Tau, we would expect the photometric period to be either equal 

to or less than the orbita.l period. In the case of \1711 Tau the photometric 

results do not indicate tha.t there are latitudes which rotate faster than the 

synchronous lCttitudes, and tha.t if equatorial regions are synchronized higher 

latitude regions rotate slower than the equatorial regions. 

Amplitude of the light curve is an importa.nt parameter which reflects 

the longitudinal distribution of spots. The changes in the amplitude can 

result either from (i) a change in the size of the spot and its tempera.ture, 

or (ii) due to a longitudinal redistribution of the spots on the stella.r surface, 

or (iii) due to the occurrence of spot s predomina.n tly at higher latitudes. 

An inspection of Fig. 46 reveals tha.t the light curve a.n"!pli tudes are highly 

variable and show a cyclic behaviour with a period of about 3 years. It is 

also found that suhstantial changes in the amplitude can'occur in as sh()rt as 

a few orbital cycles. The change from larger to smaller amplitude is followed 

at times with the appearence of two minima. .. La.rgest amplitudes so far 

observed was during 1979 "Then the system's 6.Vrn i71 was also at its minimum 

value reported to date. Th~ highest .6Ymu observed so far is 1.364 mag 

(during the 1985-86 period) .. The 6. V,Il(lX observed during 1979 wa.s 1.44 

mag considerably fainter than the highest .6. Vll1.ax observed so far il1dicating 

that spots were seen through out the light phase and never disappeared from 
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Figure 46. Plot of V amplitude against the mea.n epoch of observation. 
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the view even at the epochs of the highest amplitudes so far observed. 

34. H Q observations 

H Q region spectra of V711 Tau were obtained on a total of 14 nights 

during the 1990-91 observing season. Table 14 gives the log of observations; 

it contains Julian day of observation along with H Cl' emission equivalent 

width (E\iV1), full width at half maximum of Eo: emission (F\VHM), height 

of the H Q emission in terms of F)../F c, photometric phase reckoned from 

the ephemeris of Bopp & Fekel (1976), and the equivalent width EW2. The 

computations of E\V1 and E\iV2 Y\Tere clone as described ill Chapter 2. 

The results of H a: ohserva.tiol1s are plotted ill Figs 47-50, which show 

that the emission is varia.ble and there is no correlation either with the pho

tometric or \l!,rith the orbital phases. The average values of EW1 and FWHM 

are ~ 0.87 A and ~ 3.G6 A respectively and are compa.rable to the mean 

values obtained by Bopp & Talcott (1D78) from the observations spanning 

a rather long period, 1975-78. They found tha.t the variation in equivalent 

width is ~ 50% over intervals of several da.ys and were probably not related 

to flare events. The mean equivalent width obtAined by them is ~ 0.8 A.. 
The equiva.lellt width of H <.V emission appea.rs to he un correlated with 

either the amplitude, or D. Vmax , or D. ¥rllill of the light curves. The light 

curve during 1975-78 is quite normal with an amplitude ahout 0.10 mag, 

with b. "Vrna:l' about 1.50 mag and D.1'~ni71 about 1. GO mag, where as 1990-91 

light CUl've shows a smaller a.mplitude of 0.075 ma.g with ~ ¥rnar a.nd .6. Vmin 

of 1.484 and 1.55D mag respectively. The a.verage values of the H ()' emission 

EW and F\~THM ohtained by Nn.tions &: Ramsey (1986) during 1981 (Mar, 

Sept, Oct, and Nov) shows 1.2 A a.nd 3.9 A respectively. The light curve 

obtained during this period shows an amplitude about 0.10 mag with D. Vmax 

about 1.50 mag and D. Vmi11 about 1.60. The mea.n light level of the system 

during 1990-91 ohserving sea.son is brighter by about 0.03 mag than that of 

1975-78 and 1981 seasons. 

If the extensive starspot activity on the surface of the active component 

18 analogues to wha.t is observed in the sun, then a strollg correlation is 

expected between the chromospheric activity and the light variability. If 
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Table 14. H (\ dat.a of Vill Tan 

Date JD Phase EYV1 F,VHM Height E\~l2 

2440000.+ A A A 

10 Oct 1990 8175.4521 0.176 0.90 4.51 0.21 -0.22 

11 Oct 1990 8176.4944 0.543 0.71 3.04 0.23 -0.74 

23 Nov 1990 8219.3264 0.636 1.09 3.47 0.28 +0.17 

28 Nov 1990 8224.3451 0.405 0.82 2.% o .)~ 
.~I -0.27 

28 Nov 1990 8224.3854 0.419 0.77 2.99 0.27 -0.50 

29 Nov 1990 8225.3333 0.753 1.00 3.24 0.27 -0.19 

30 Nov 1990 8226.3480 0.111 1.03 5.36 0.21 +0.03 

30 Nov 1990 8226.3833 0.123 1.01 5.37 0.20 -0.03 

07 Jan 1991 8264.2167 0.455 1.03 4.3G 0.21 -0.08 

07 Jan 1991 8264.2715 0.474 0.03 4.29 0.22 -0.31 

08 Jan 1991 8265.1917 0.798 0.9C 3.35 0.28 +0.07 

08 Jan 1991 8265.2840 0.831 0.83 2.91 0.29 -0.46 

06 Feb 1991 8294.2153 0.026 0.25 2.88 0.12 -0.99 

06 Feb 1991 8294.2389 0.034 0.28 3.14 0.11 -0.77 

07 Feb 1991 8295.1882 0.369 1.22 3.98 0.30 +0.24 

07 Feb 1991 8295.2118 0.377 1.10 3.96 0.30 +0.14 

08 Feb 1991 829G.1847 0.720 0.81 3.80 0.24 -0.21 

06 Ma.r 1991 8322.1361 0.865 0.72 2.68 0.26 -0.88 

08 Ma.r 1901 8324.1306 0.567 0.01 3.18 0.27 -0.85 
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Figure 47. H a spectra of V711 Tau. The spectra are adjusted on the rest 

wavelength of H o. Each spectrum is norma.lized to continuum and shifted 

by 0.5. Phases are reckoned as in Fig. 38. 
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Figure 48. H a spectra of V711 Tau. The descriptions al'e as in Fig. 47. 
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Figure 49. H a spectra. of V711 Tau. The descriptions are as in Fig. 47. 
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Figure 50. H a spectra of V711 Tau. The descriptions are as in Fig. 47. 
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Figure 51. Top panel shows the variation of EW1, middle panel the "V light 

curve and the bottom panel the variation of EW2. Phases are reckoned as 

in Fig. 38. 
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H Q' emission is highly localized on the cooler and active star in the system, 

then it should show some modulation 'with the rotational period of this star. 

The H 0: spectroscopic studies by Bopp & Talcott (1978) do not indicate 

any such correlation. But observations by Nations &: Ramsey (1980) and 

R.amsey & Nations (1 9S0) indicate some evidence of a modulation of H 0: 

emission equivalent width with the photometric phase. Fracquelli (1984) has 

argued that both stars in the system show H ct in emission and the primary 

contributes ~ 70% of the total emission, with the secondary star producing 

the remaining 30% emission. Nations & Ramsey (1986) ha.ve used the refined 

ephemeris of Fekel (1983) and have argued that the primary is respons'ible 

for 86% of the tot.al emission. 

It is evident from the spectra obtained on the sa.me night that significant 

changes in equivalent vviclth occur on time scales as short as a few hours 

(Table 14). The H ct EVn and EW2 listed in Table 14 are plotted in Fig. 

51 along with the light curve obtained during the same period. We see 

from Fig. 51 t.ha.t apparently there is no correla.tion between the light curve 

and the Ha. E,Vl and E,\x/2, and that there is no mo(lnlatioll of these with 

orbital phase. However E,Vl observations obta,incd on one night (1991 Feb 

6) show a sudden drop which occurs during the descending branch of the 

light curve. This change is not of instrumental origin, since the standard 

stars spectrograms obtained on that night show a scatter of only !'OJ 5%. 

These observations indicate that the loca.tion of H a emitting region is not 

highly localized, but occupies a. lal'ge extent of the surface area on the a.ctive 

component of the system. The IUE observa.tions of V711 Ta.u indicate more 

compact a.ctive l'egions that are prcsumahly ma.gnctic in origin, analognous 

to the solar-like a.ctive a.reas (Rodol1o et. a.1. 1987; Andrews et a.1. 1988). 
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7 

UX ARIETIS 

35. Historical introduction 

UX Ari (=HD 21242 = ED +28 0 532) is another bright (V '" 6.5) n011-

eclipsing double-lined spectroscopic binary. It. consists of a KO IV primary 

and a. G5 V secondary, and has a period of 6.438 days (Carlos & Popper 

1971). It is one of the 24 binary syster1.1S originaJly discussed by Hall (1976) 

defining RS CV n stars as a sepaJ:a.te cIa-sl:) of variables. UX Ari is simila.r to 

V711 Tau in ma.ny respects in its optica.l, UV, and radio l)rOperties; these 

are the two most frequently observed RS eVn systems a.t wide wavelength 

regions. At centimeter wavelengths both the stars exhibit strong and variable 

emission on time scales of minutes to several days. Radio fla.res in which flux 

density increased by an order of magnitude have also been observed (Gibson, 

Hjellrning & Owen 1975; Owen, Jonet; &.: Gibson 1976; Spangler, Owen & 

Hulse 1977; Lang & ':Villson 1988). 

BEAO 1 lmv-energy X-ray observations of UX Ari indicate an average 

X-ray luminosity of 2.1x1031 ergs 5-1 with a plasma temperature of 1071(. 

The X-ray emission shows rotational modulation indicating that the X-ray 

emitting region is small compared to the size of the sta.r (Vla.lter et a1. 1980). 

UX Ari is found to ha.ve large and erratically varia.hIe UV emission line 

fluxes. ¥lhen compared to the sun the chromospheric line fluxes a.re about 
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25 times stronger and the transition region line fluxes are stronger by 75 to 

250 times. High-resolution:A1 gIl spectra indicate that the UV emission 

originates from the K star. The UV line fluxes do not show any correla.tion 

with orbital phase (Simon & Linsky 1980). During a flare the chromospheric 

and transition region emission line fluxes 'were found to be about 2.5 and 5.5 

times brighter respectively than quiescent fluxes. Simon, Linsky & Schiffer 

(1980) have proposed a 'speculative scenario' of major long-lived RS CVn 

flares in which the component stars have very large corotating flux tubes 

which occasionally interact. They ha.ve also proposed that Mg II wings are 

produced by gas streaming along a flux tube from the l( star to the G star. 

However, from simultaneous observations of UX Ari with IUE and the 

Very Large Array (VLA) during a flare Lang & \i\Tillson (1988) have found 

that the emissions in the two wavelength regions are only weakly correlated. 

This indicates that the above speculative scenario is not very promising. 

They have argued that the flaring emission probably originates in different 

spatial regions a t the two wavelengths and hence mass flow cannot be re

sponsible for the observed flaring activity of UX Ari. 

A survey of H a emission in UX Ari during 1976-77 has indicated that 

the equiva.lent ,vidth of the emission is correla.ted with the orbita.l phase. 

However, the pha.se of rnaximum strength is found to be different from the 

phases of light minimum and ma.ximum (Bopp & Talcott 1978). Nations & 

Ramsey (1986) ha.ve fonnd tha.t the H C\' emission of the cooler 1(0 subgiant 

primary completely domina.tes tha.t of the G5 V seconda.ry. Huenemoerder, 

Buzasi & Ramsey (1989) concluded tha.t there are two competing mechanisms 

which affect the net observed H a flux: (i) the chroll1ospheric activity of the 

primary as shown by the emission lines of ca.lcium and hydrogen and (ii) a 

phase dependent Baln~er absorption a.t the velocity of the seconda.ry star due 

to the varying aspect of the gas stream from the primary to the secondary 

that is presented to the observer. 

From an analysis of Doppler images of UX Ari, Vogt & Hatzes (1991) 

have argued that the spotted primary is rotating differentially and the equa

tor is synchronized to the orbital angular velocity, a11d also that the nature of 

differential rotation is opposite to that seen in the sun, i.e. the poles rotate 
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faster than the equator. 

Extensive photometric observations of UX Ari have been obtained by 

several investigators (Sarma & Prakasa Rao 1984; Busso, Scaltriti & Cellino 

1986; Mohin & Raveendran 1989; Strassmeier et 0.1. 1989 a,nd references 

therein). 

36. B V photometry 

UX Ari was observed on a total of 101 nights during the seven seasons, 

1984-85 (11 nights), 1985-86 (6 nights), 1986-87 (23 nights), 1987-88 (18 

nights), 1988-89 (8 nights), 1980-90 (13 nights), and 1990-91 (22 nights). 

The comparison stars were 62 Ari (G5 III) and HR 999 (K2 II-III). All the 

observations were made differentially with respect to 62 Ari and tra,nsformed 

to the U BV system. The mean differential ma.gnitudes and colours of the 

comparison stars, in the sense 62 Ari minus HR 999, obtained during the 

various seasons are given in Table 15. 

Table 15. The mean differential magnitudes and colours of comparison 

stars, in the sense 62 Ari minus HR 99D. 

Season flV 6(B - V) 

1984-85 1.l11 ± 0.005 -0.477 ± 0.004 

1985-86 1.089 ± 0.002 -0.467 ± 0.003 

1986-87 1.095 ± 0.001 -0.455 ± 0.002 

1987-88 1.084 ± 0.002 -0.466 ± 0.002 

1988-89 1.083 ± 0.002 -0.466 ± 0.002 

1989-90 1.086 ± 0.002 -0.454 ± 0.002 

1990-91 1,086 ± 0.002 -0.454 ± 0.002 

Table 16 gives the results for UX Ari. Each value given in Table 16 is a mean 

of three to four independent measurements. The probable errors in the differ

ential magnitudes and colours of the variable star for each observing season 
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Table 16. Differential magnitudes ftJHl colonrs of UX Ari 

J.D. (Hel) ~V ~(B-V) 

2440000.+ 

1984-85 Observing Sea.son 

6052.3267 0.918±O·.OlG -O.213±0.01l 

6053.3294 0.945 -0.202 

6054.2817 0.9G4 -0.238 

6055.2335 1.107 -0.210 

6055.3282 1.130 -0.236 

605G.2801 1.132 -0.245 

6084.1785 0.879 

6088.1282 1.113 -0.226 

6089.1814 0.985 

6094.1884 1.095 -0.227 

6095.0907 1.07G -0.249 

6121.1317 1.020 -0.204 

1985-86 Observing Sea.son 

6468.1933 1.072±0.OO4 -0.213±0.007 

0472.1370 0.91£) -0.190 

6473.0921 0.992 -0.200 

6474.0850 1.045 -0.225 

6475.0896 l.061 -0.227 

6476.1016 0.953 
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Table 16. contillued 

J.D. (Hel) 6V ~(B-l') 

2440000.+ 

1986-87 Observing Season 

6802.2046 1.051±0.005 -0.241±O.006 

6803.2137 1.077 -0.237 

6816.1648 1.081 

0817.1815 1.020 

0818.1454 0.910 -0.182 

6819.1571 0.911 -0.197 

6820.1563 0.967 -0.211 

6821.1375 1.031 

6823.1707 1.046 -0.217 

6824.1510 0.977 -0.216 

6825.1307 0.900 -0.203 

6828.1479 1.076 -0.229 

6829.1453 1.083 

6830.1361 1.014 -0.201 

6831.1252 0.930 

0832.1144 0.911 -0.215 

6835.1157 1.092 -0.232 

6836.1188 1.051 -0.230 

6847.0933 1.072 -0.232 

6850.1023 0.934 -0.210 

6852.1004 0.962 -0.210 

6861.0949 1.003 

6862.0986 1.030 -0.228 
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Table 16. contiuued 

J.D. (Bel) 61' .6.(B-V) 

2440000.+ 

1987-88 Observing Season 

7157.2139 1.023±0.O07 -0.214±0.007 

7179.1790 0.863 

7183.1431 1.042 -0.206 

7184.1757 0.926 -0.218 

7185.158G 0.8G8 -0.200 

7196.0958 1.016 -0.220 

7197.0931 0.907 -0.205 

7198.080G 0.857 

7200.1590 0.996 -0.214 

7201.10G7 1.038 -0.217 

7202.1278 1.040 -0.215 

7203.1220 0.93G -0.213 

7204.1056 0.87G -0.208 

7206.0833 0.941 

7218.0806 0.876 

7231.0970 0.890 -0.20G 

7232.1028 0.974 -0.210 

7233.0944 1.041 -0.225 
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Table 16. continued 

J.D. (He!) f:::..V f:::..,tB-V) 

2440000.+ 

1988-89 Observing Season 

7556.1138 0.98G±0.007 -0.220±0.007 

7557.1275 0.940 -0.208 

7558.1058 0.863 -0.205 

7550.1008 0.808 -0.190 

75GO.13D9 0.014 -0.209 

75G1.105G 1.007 -0.229 

7572.1216 0.837 -0.198 

7573.0971 0.922 -0.212 

1989-00 Observing Sea.son 

7852.2956 0.94G±0.008 -0.215±0.008 

7853.2316 0.922 -0.208 

7854.1795 0.870 -0.194 

7855.2373 0.876 -0.208 

7856.1988 0.946 -0.206 

78G7.2536 0.875 -0.190 

7877.246G 0.953 -0.212 

7912.1896 0.889 -0.209 

7913.1786 0.894 -0.206 

7915.1058 0.901 -0.214 

791G.1314 0.942 -0.193 

7917.1151 0.929 -0.207 

7918.1197 0.916 -0.205 
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Table 16. cont.inued 

J.D. (Hel) ~V ~(D-V) 

2440000.+ 

1990-91 Obscn'illg Seasoll 

8279.1075 0.930±O.O07 -0.192±0.00D 

8280.1855 0.987 -0.244 

8297.1111 0.949 -0.220 

8298.1022 0.940 -0.223 

8299.1304 0.972 -0.219 

8300.1419 0.981 -0.214 

8301.1122 0.952 -0.205 

8302.1438 0.933 -0.224 

8303.1408 0.952 -0.223 

8305.1130 0.950 -0.233 

8306.0902 0.989 -0.233 

8325.1098 0.982 -0.222 

8326.0943 0.963 -0.215 

8327.0859 0.927 -0.212 

8328.0821 0.933 -.0.197 

8329.0847 0.902 -0.231 

8330.0751 0.928 -0.198 

8331.0985 0.969 -0.223 

8332.1038 0.971 -0.219 

8333.0987 0.955 -0.233 

8334.0964 0.931 -0.221 

8335.1036 0.919 -0.180 
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are also given in Table 16. The Julian days of observation were converted 

into orbital pha.ses using the following ephemeris (Carlos & Popper 1971): 

JD (hel.) = 2440133.75 + 6d .43791 E, 

in which zero pha.se corresponds to conjunction with the cooler component 

in front and the period is the spectroscopic orbital period. 

37. Light curves 

The observations listed in Ta.ble IG for the observing seasons 1986-

87, 1987-88, 1988-89, 1989-90, and 1090-91 a.re plotted in Figs 52-56. 

The light curve obta.ined during 1985-87 obserying season (Fig. 52) is nearly 

sinusoidal in shape and has an amplitude of about 0.19 mag; the ma.ximum 

and minimum occur at "-' OP.40 allel ~ 011 .90. The modulation in' B - V 

is evident from the figure, with the system being redeler when brighter and 

bluer when fa.inter. 

The 1987-88 light curve (Fig. 53) differs significantly from tha.t of the 

previous season in brightness at light maximum and minimum; however, the 

amplitude is nearly the same. As in the previouR caBe, the B - V colour 

shows a phase-dependence, but wit.h a slightly smaller amplitude. 

The light curve obta.inec1 during the season HIS8-80 is asymmetric with 

D. Vmax = 0.815 occuring ,....., OP.40 (Fig. 54). This is the maximum brightness 

so far reported in the literature. However, the arnplitude of the light variation 

is 0.19 mag, which is the same as that of the previous t\:vo seasons. The trend 

in B - V indica.tes that the system is redder as its brightness increases. The 

light curve obtained during 1980-90 season (Fig. 55) is tot.ally different in 

every aspect. The highly asymmetric light curve has an amplitude of 0.09 

mag wi th the 6 l~l a. x and 6 Vl'll i 11 of 0.875 mag 0.960 ma.g respectively. 

The light curve for 1990-91 (Fig. 50) shmvs two minima occuring at 

OP .96 and 0]).43 with an amplitude of a.bout O.DG ma.g. The simultaneous 

presence of two minima in the light curve is not common in the ca.se of UX 

ArL There was some evidence of a. secondary minimum' also close to 1985 

(Busso, Sca.ltriti & Cellino 1986; Strassm.eier et a1 1989). The brightness at 

maximum and minimum a.re 0.925 mag and 0.985 mag respectively. 

The photometric properties derived from our observations together wi th 
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Figure 52. The 1987.09 V and B - V curves of UX Ari. Phases are reckoned 

from JD (HelJ 2440133.75 using the period 6d ,43791. 
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Figure 53. The 1988.11 V and B - V curves of UX Ari. Phases are reckoned 

as in Fig. 52. 
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Figure 54. The 1989.05 V and B - V curves qf UX Ari. Phases are reckoned 

as in Fig. 52. 
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Figure 55. The 1989.98 V and B- V curves of UX Ari. Phases are reckoned 

as in Fig. 52. 
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Figure 56. The 1991.16 V and B-V curves of UX Ari. Phases are reckoned 

as in Fig. 52. 
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those compiled from various sources are given in Table 17. The phases of the 

light minima from· the present data were determined by fitting a truncated 

Fourier series (Chapter 6). The amplitudes of the light variation were directly 

taken from the respective graphs. 

38. Phase of light minimum and amplitude 

In all well-observed RS CVn systems such as DM UMa (Chapter 4), II 

Peg (Chapter 5) and V711 Tau (Chapter G) the phases of the light minima 

have been found to drift slowly with the orbital phases or to appear at ar

bitrary pha.ses. In the case of UX Ari the behaviour of the phases of light 

minima has been interpreted differently by difren~nt investigators. According 

to Zielik et al (1982a) the phase of light minimum has an erratic behaviour 

during 1972-82, whereas Sarma & Prakasa Rao (1984) have interpreted the 

behaviour as systematic. Applying the analogy of the sunspots Sarma & 

Prakasa Rao (1984) have concluded that the light minimum migrates with 

respect to orbital phases and the motion is direct in the beginning of a cycle 

and becomes retrograde after the spots migrate below the latitude that is 

rotating in synchronism with the orbital period of the system. They ha.ve 

also concluded that the amplitude of the light CUlTe is constant during one 

spot cycle ,;<"hose period is 5-6 years. 

Busso, Scaltriti & Cellino (1986) have argued that the l)hase of light 

minimum has a cyclic behaviour with a period of about 8 years. Further, 

they have pointed out that a good correlation between the amplitude and 

the phase of light minimum exists. Ac.cording to '~Tacker & Guinan (1987) 

the change in the phase of light minimum is not significant and they daim 

that it has remained anchored between 07) .93 and 07' .95 during the period 

1980-86. 

In Fig. 57 we have plotted the phase of light minimum and the wave 

amplitude given in Ta.ble 17 aga.inst the meau epoch of observation and we 

see from the figure that apparently there is no correlation between the two. 

In fact what we see is a near-sinusoidal variation in the amplitude and a 

secular decrease in the phase of light minimum superposed with dips of short 

duration during 1976-78 and 1989-91. The observations during 1976-78 
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Table 17. PhotOll1C'tric cha.l'act('l'isti('s of UX Ari 

Epoch Ampli tude .61'111 a l' ~~11ill Pha.se Mill References 

1972.2 0.11 0.8G5 0.975 0.14 Guina.n et al. (1981) 

1972.8 0.14 0.870 1.010 0.12 
" 

1974.9 0.05 1.015 1.0G5 0.90 
" 

1976.0 0.02 0.990 uno 1.00 Sanna. & PraJ.::a.sa Ra.o (1984) 

1976.8 0.05 1.005 1.055 0.80 Guimm et a.1. (1981) 

1977.1 0.08 0.990 1.070 0.70 
" 

1979.2 0.09 0.945 1.035 0.03 
" 

1979.9 0.04 0.970 1.010 0.87 
" 

1980.0 O.OG 0.970 1.030 0.90 
" 

1980.8 0.17 0.950 1.120 0.95 
" 

1981.0 O.lG 0.9GO 1.120 0.97 " 
1981.8 0.21 0.940 1.150 0.97 Zeilik et a1. (1982a.) 

1982.0 0.16 1.000 1.160 1.00 Sarma & Prakasa Rao (1984) 

1983.0 0.20 0.950 1.150 1.00 " 
1984.0 0.30 0.825 1.125 0.94±0.02 Stassmeier et al. (1989) 

1984.9 0.28 0.890 1.170 0.00 Busso ct al. (1986) 

1985.0 0.30 0.842 1.142 0.8G±0.01 Stassmeier et al. (1989) 

1985.10 0.25 0.879 1.131 0.84±0.03 Present Study 

1986.0 0.20 0.908 1.105 0.91±0.02 Stassl11eier et a1. (1989) 

1986.06 1.072 0.93±0.01 Present Study 

1987.0 0.15 0.944 1.089 0.91±0.04 Stassmeier et a.l. (1989) 

1987.09 0.19 0.900 1.092 0.93±0.01 Present Study 

1988.11 0.19 0.S57 1.042 0.S4±0.01 " 
1989.05 0.19 0.S15 1.005 0.75±0.02 " 
1989.98 O.OS 0.875. 0.960 0.64±0.04 " 
1991.16 0.06 0.925 0.985 0.96±0.03 " 

0,43±0.03 
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Figure 57. Plot of V amplitude and the phase of light mInllllUm versus 

mean epoch of observation. 
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are a few in number making it difficult to say about the behaviour during that 

period. It is worth noting that these are the two periods during 1972-91 

when the amplitudes of light variation are low. The minimum which ap

peared around 1980 can be traced upto 1991 and the appearance of a second 

minimum during 1991 reveals probably the beginning of another centre of 

spot activity. 

39. B - V variation 

'Wacker & Guinan (1987) have reported that both of the Villanova colour 

curves of UX Ari are phase dependent with the st.m' being reddest at light 

maximum. Zeilik et a1. (1982a) have also reported the phase dependence of 

the colour iIldex. An inspection of Figs 52-56 makes it clear that B - V 

is redder close to light maximum and bluer close to light minimum. The 

phase dependence of the colour index is prominently seen when the system 

shows comparatively larger amplitude of light varia.tion and at fainter light 

minimum. 

The component.s of UX Ari are cla.ssified by Ca.rlos & Popper (1971-) as 

G5 V and KO IV and according to them in the visible region the spectrum is 

domina.ted by the G5 V component. The cooler component. is not a normal 

subgiant since we would expect it to be more luminous by about 1.5-2.0 

magnitude in V (Allen 1976). 

As is known, the light variation of RS eVn stars is attributed to spot 

activity on the surfa.ce of the cooler component of the system. Starspots 

that are distributed on the cooler companion modulate the observed light 

as the star rotates, giving rise to the light curve. The conventional starspot 

model assumes that the spots are cooler than the surrounding photosphere 

and hence one would expect the star to be reddest at the light minimum. 

In chromospherically active single-lined RS eVn systems, it has been found 

that B - V is redder or nearly constant at the light minimum (Chapters 4 

and 5). ':Vi th a view to investigating the phase dependence of B - V in UX 

Ari, we have derived the expected B - V of the cooler component at both 

the light maximum and minimum for a possible range of differences in V of 

both tIle components; the results are given in Fig. 58. The data used for 
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this purpose are that obtained during the 19SG-S7 observing season. 

From Fig. 58 it is evident that the situatioll seen in the case of UX 

Ari as described above would arise only if the cooler and active component 

is fainter than the hotter component by around 0.2 magnitude in V for an 

assumed B - V of 0.7 for the hotter component. A bluer colour for the 

hotter component is ~ot possible because it would imply that either the 

cooler component is brighter than the hotter or both are of equal brightness, 

contrary to the observations. So the B - V variations seen in this star arise 

as a result of the variable fractional contribution by the hotter component 

(G5 V) to the total light at shorter wavelengths. 

40. Brightness at light maximum and mil1il11Ulll 

\~Te have plotted the valuE't:> of 6 Vrna1, a.nd 6 Vmi71 given in Ta.ble 17 

against the corresponding ampli tude in Fig. 59. The figure shows that at 

lcu.'ger amplitudes the brightness at maxinml1l increa.ses and the brightness at 

minimum decreases, both converging to 6 Tl ~ 1.0 at very low amplitudes as 

seen in the ca.se of V711 Tau (Chapter 6). Sarma & Prakasa. R.a.o (1984) have 

attributed the low amplitude in the light. curve to a low spot activity and 

the high amplituclr to high spot. activit.y. The amplitude of the light curve 

depends only on the longitudinal asymmetry in the distribution of the spots 

on the rota.tillg star. Since the brightness at light maximum a.nd minimum 

converges at low amplitudes, it a.ppears that most of the amplitude variation 

is essentially due to changes in the longitudinal distribution of spots rather 

tha.n due to changes in the level of spot activity. 

41. H 0' observations 

Spectra of UX Ari in the H Cl' region were obtained on a. tota.l of 14 nights 

during the 1990-91. Table 18 is the log of observations; it contains the Julian 

day of observation; H a emission equivalent width E';V1; full width at half 

ma.ximum of H Cl' emission FWHM; height of the H 0' emission in terms of 

F)../F c; phase reckoned from the ephemeris of Carlos & Popper (1971) and 

the equivalent width E"T2 as described in Chapter 2. 
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Table 18. Hex data of UX Ari 

Date JD Phase EV\T1 FVilHM Hei.ght EW2 

2440000.+ A A A 

08 Oct 1990 8173.4722 0.809 0.34 1.84 0.16 -1.35 

10 Oct 1990 8175.4050 0.110 0.58 2.79 0.21 -0.90 

23 Nov 1990 8219.2480 0.920 0.41 2.32 0.18 -0.84 

28 Nov 1990 8224.3007 0.705 0.29 2.34 0.14 -1.19 

29 Nov 1990 8225.2719 0.855 0.05 0.91 0.04 -1.88 

30 Nov 1990 8226.2924 0.014 -0.26* 0.13* -1.66 

07 Jan 1991 8264.2417 0.909 -1.30* 0.31 * -2.17 

08 Jan 1991 8265.1046 0.052 0.04 0.77 0.06 -1.48 

08 Jan 1991 8265.2181 0.000 0.09 1.07 0.08 -1.41 

08 Jan 1991 8205.2480 0.005 0.13 1.47 0.11 -1.35 

06 Feb 1991 8294.1889 0.560 0.26 1.42 0.16 -~.08 

07 Feb 1991 8295.1403 0.708 0.41 2.17 0.18 -0.99 

07 Feb 1991 8295.1632 0.712 0.44 2.39 0.18 -0.77 

08 Feb 1991 8290.1320 0.862 0.41 2.07 0.19 -0.93 

06 Mar 1991 8322.1050 0.890 0.07 1.03 0.06 -1.86 

07 Mar 1991 8323.1563 0.060 0.22 1.76 0.12 -1.56 

08 Mar 1991 8324.0924 0.205 0.34 1.99 0.16 -1.30 

... Ho absorption 
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Figure 60. H a spectra of UX Ari, The spectra are adjusted on the rest 

wavelength of H a. Each spectrum is normalized to continuum and shifted 

by 0.5. Phases are reckoned as in Fig. 52. 
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Figure 61. Hp spectra of UX Ari. The descriptions'are as in Fig. 60. 
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Figure 62. H a spectra. of UX Ari. The desCl'ipt.iollS a.re as in Fig. 60. 
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Figure 63. H Q' spectra of UX Ari. The descriptions are as in Fig. 60. 
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Th(' results of H (\ obRervatioll::; are plot ted in Figs 60-63, which show 

that the cmis::;ioll is highly variable. It is interesting to note that the spectra 

obtained on any two nights are not simill'll' ill appearance, An illspection of 

the Figs 00-03 clearly reveals that UX Ari displays a variety of H a: char

acteristics: an intense emission; a weak blue-shifted absorption line giving 

the emission the appearance of a P Cygni profile; a weak absorption line 

red-shift.ed from the emiRsion; filled in absorption with out any emission or 
absorption; and pure absorption. 

The spectrum obtained near the pha.se 0.26 shows a weak blue-shifted 

absorption feature giving the H ll' emission the a.ppearance of a P Cygni pro

file. On the other hand, there are several spectra obta.ined around the phases 

0.56-0.80 showing a weak absorption line red-:shift.ed from the H ll' emission. 

These fcatures may be the result of the Ruperposit.ion of H Ct absorption of 

the 05 V secondary star. Similal' finding!:> were reported by N atiolls & Ram

sey (1980). 'iVe luw€' anot.h<.>r spectrum around phase 0,11 which shows the 

two emission components on both the reel and violet sides of the H a line. 

The spectrum around the orbital phase 0.90 shows a pure absorption feature, 

whereas the spectnlm obtained around 0.0 phaRe shows completely filled in 

emission line. 

A spetroscopic study by Bopp & Talcott (1978) suggested that the equiv

alent width of H Ct was correlated with the orbital phase. They have also 

reported tha.t the maximulll strength of H (\' emission occurred near the or

bital phase 0.6, whereas the photometric minimum was between OP.7 and 

OP .8. Another spectroscopic study by Na.tions & Ranlsey (1986) indicated 

that the H Q' emission of the system is completely dominated by the G5 V 

secondary star. Fig. G4 is the plot of equivalent width of H Q line E,\V1, 

along with the light curve obtained during the same period against the or

bital phases. It is evident from the figure tha.t the equivalent widths show a 

sudden drop around the phases O.?-l.O. Here we note that the photometric 

light curve has its secondary minimum around these phases. UnfortWlately, 

we do not have the spectroscopic obscrvC\tions dUllng the main photomet

ric minimum. Huenemoerder, Buzasi.& Ramsey (1989) and Buzasi, Ram

sey & Huenemoerder (1991) have reported tha.t this star shows highly phase 
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depcndent excess CI hsnrpt.ioll in H (\' and H t1 ~1llrl the=' a.bsorption is secn to 

app{'ar at thc velocity of the G st,C\l', They h .. we: furthcr a.rgucd tha.t though 

the system shows a weak phase modula.tioll ill hydrogell and calcium emission 

lines from the chromosphcrically actiye component, the light variation may 

not be solely due to the activity of the primary alone. 
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8 

Conclusions 

42. Present work 

BV photometric observations of four RS eVn systems - DM UMa (96 

nights), II Peg (57 nights), V711 Tau (120 nights) and UX Ari (lOlnights) 

- were obtajnecl during 1984-91 using the 34-cm telescope at VBO. The 

photometric observations were supplemented with H D' spectroscopy using 

the 102-cm telescope during the 1900-91 season. 

All four stars are non-eclipsing close binary systems. DM UMa. and II 

Peg are single-lined spectroscopic binaries. V711 Tau and UX Ari on the 

other hand are double-lined systems. '~Te have ana.lysed our data.base in 

conjunction "lith the published observations. Our analysis shows that all 

four stars ha.ve rema.rkably variable light curves. Appreciable changes occur 

even during time sCCI.les as short a.s a fe\\' orbital periods. For all the four 

systems the light curves obtained during a.ny hvo seasons do not ag;ree in any 

of t.he following: shape, amplitude, phases of the light maxima and minima, 

mean light level, brightness at the light maximum and minima. 

Light curves 

Astronomica.l interest in DM UMa is a recent occurence; its first light 

curve having been obtained a little more than a decade ago, in 1979. The 
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curve was rather smooth and nearly sinHsoi(lal ill shape. The amplitude of 

0.32 mRg ohtaillC'd then ha.s b(,(,11 t.he largest so far. The very next light 

curve, obtained during 1980 after a gap of 36 orbita.l periods, showed con

siderable changes. Bright.ness at light maximum dimmed by about 0.10 mag 

and light minimum brightened by about 0.03 mag, and the resultant light 

curve showed an amplitude of 0.20 mag only. Subsequently DM UMa showed 

both periods of small and large amplitudes with remarkable changes in the 

mean light level of the system. Apparently the amplitude of light variation 

does not depend on the mean brightness of tlu' system. The object showed 

an amplitude of 0.23 mag during 1984 when the star was at its minimum 

brightness, and a similar amplitude during 1901 when the systems was at its 

maximum brightness. 

The light curves of II Peg are mostly a.symmetrica.l in shape and rapid 

changes occur in the mea.n light level of the system from season to season. 

Among the known RSCVn objects the larg<'st amplitude of 0.50 mag is re

ported for II Peg. It maintained t.he maximum light level close to 7.35 ma.g 

during 1976-85 and has shown a seculal' iller-ease in the maximum brightness 

from 1986 onwards. 

The light curves of V711 Ta.u show a variety of shapes, like, sinusoidal, 

double-peaked and sometimes even flat. The change from larger to smaller 

amplitude is often followed by the a.ppearance of two minima. The largest 

amplitude so far observed was during 1979. The system was then at its 

minimum mean light level (~V;llin = 1.G50). The mea.n light level during 

1982-91 showed a ra.ther errat.ic vC\.ri(lt.ion when compared to that seen during 

1975-82. 

The light curves of UX Ari are simila.r to that of V711 Tau in many 

respects. The shapes vary from nea.rly sillusoida.l to nearly flat. During the 

period from 1974 to 1980 the amplitude ya.lues '"ere less than 0.1 ma.g. The 

largest amplitude of 0.30 ma.g was observed during 1084-85; at that time the 

system's mean brightness wa.s also the lowest (~Vmi'l1 = 1.170). The earlier 

observa.tions have indica.ted only weakly the simultaneous presence of two 

minima for this system, but the observations obtained by us during 1991.16 

clearly shows the presence of a second minimum in the light curve. 
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B - V variations 

There is a significant correlation between the B - V colour and the 

visual magnitude in the single lined systems DM UMa and II Peg. Both 

appear redder at fainter visual magnitudes. V711 Tau, which is a double

lined binary, does not show any significant modulation of B - V colour with 

the photometric phase. UX Ari, the other double-lined binary observed, 

shows a colour modulation in the sense that B - V colour is redder close to 

light ma.."Cimum and bluer close to light minimum. The phase dependence of 

the colour index is prominently seen whell the system shows comparatively 

larger amplitude of light variation. ,\7(' fiud that the colour variations seen 

in UX Ari are as a result. of the ycu'iablc fractional contribut.ion by the hotter 

component (G5 V) to the tota.l light at shorter wavelength regions. 

Brightness variations 

Some of the pal'ameters that characterize the observed brightness varia.

tions of these four sta.rs are summ81'ized in Table 19 which lists the period of 

observation; the brightest light maximum observed; the faintest light max

imum; the brightest light minimum; the fajntest light minimum and the 

total range in the brightness in the sense ~ 1~llax (brightest) minus ~ Vmin 

(faintest). Both DM UMa. and II Peg show a tot.a.l range of about 0.60 mag 

whereas the double-lined objects UX Ad and V711 Tau show a. range of 0.36 

and 0.29 mag respectively, DM UMa a.nd II Peg al'e single-lined spectroscopic 

binaries and their low masl:) companiolls ha.vE' not beell l:)ee11 spectroscopically. 

So the light va.ria.tions observed in theRe systems are exclusively from the vis

ible primaries. In the case of double-lined systems UX Ari and V711 Tau 

the hotter components also contribute appreciable fractions to the total light 

of the systems. In the case of V711 Tau if we remove the contribution from 

the hotter component assuming both the stCll' in the system to be equa.l in 

brightness, a change of 0.30 mag in the total brightness implies a change of 

about 0.65 ma.g for the cooler component. If the hotter component is fainter 

by about 0.2 mag, the change in th~ brightness of the cooler component 
\ 

would be around 0.60 mag which is comparable to the values obtained for 
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the single-lined spectroscopic binaries DM UMa and II Peg. 

Table 19. Brightness variations of UX Ari, V711 Tau, II Peg and DM UMa 

Star UX Ari V711 Tau II Peg 1 DMUMa 

Period 1972-91 1975-91 1974-91 1979-91 

6.1~1l0.1.· (brightest) 0.815 1.364 7.200 0.135 

6. V1110 .1.· (faintest) 1.015 1.542 7.530 0.439 

6.1~llin (brightest) 0.960 1.506 7.424 0.350 

6.1/~llill (faintest) 1.170 1.650 7.800 0.655 

Max. range2 0.355 0.286 0.600 0.520 

1 mag values refer to V. 

2Max. range = 6.V1710 .1.' (bright.est)-.6.Vmill ( faintest) , 

In the case of UX Ari the total change in brightness observed is 0.355 mag 

which is larger tha.n that of V7ll Tau. If both the stars in UX Ari have the 

same magnitude a.t light maximum, 0111' calcula.tions show that the cooler 

component has to change by ahout 0.90 mag to a.ccount for the total range 

observed. UX Ari shows a bluer colour at light minimum due to an increase in 

the fractional contribution from the hotter component. This implies that the 

hotter component is bl'ight.el' than the cooler component at light maximum. 

Hence the a.ctual change in the brightness of the cooler component is larger 

than 0.90 ma.g Vlrhich is significa.ntly larger than in the case of other three 

systems studied. 

Brightness at light maximum and minimum 

It is generally accepted nmv that all the peculiarities seen in the light 

curves of RS eVn stars ca.n be explained in terms of enhanced solar-type 

activity associated with the cooler component of the system. Starspots that 

are distributed on the cooler component modulate the observed light as the 
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star rotates, glvmg rise to the observed phenomena. The changes in the 

light curve are attributed to the changes in the location and distribution of 

starspots on the stellar surface. 

The behaviour of 6 "",nUl' and 6 Vmill in relation to the amplitude of light 

variation is similar for UX Ari, V711 Tau and II Peg. At larger amplitudes the 

brightness at minimum decreases and the brightness a.t maximum increases, 

both converging to a particular value of 61' at very low amplitudes. In 

terms of the starspot model this implies either of the following scenarios: 

(i) At lower amplitudes spots are evenly distributed in longitudes ,uld are 

predominantly present at higher Intitudcs and hence are seen through out 

the rota tiona.l period. (ii) At higher ampli tudes spots a.re more concentra.ted 

about some longitude and are predominantly located at lower latitudes and 

hence disappear from the field of view during the rotational period. In DM 

UMa the amplitude does not show any correla.tion with either 6 V711UX or 

~ Vmin. Both of them show a large ra.llge of about 0.30 mag. In genera.l an 

increase in 6 Vmax is followed by an increa.se in 6. V;71 in , and a decrease in 

~ V mar by a decrease in 6 Vmin' 

Phase of light minimum and lifetime of a centre of activity 

The phase of light minimum is an important parameter that charac

terizes a light curve and is determined by the longitude of starspots on the 

photosphere of the active star. Its migration with respect to the orbita.l 

phases indicates a difference between the photometric period and the as

sumed orbit"al period. 'Ve have estimated the behaviour of the phase of light 

minimum over the years for the four systems. In DM UMa the phases of 

light minima lie on four well sepa.rated lines '''lith different slopes. It is inter

esting to note that all the groups show migration tmvards decreasing orbi tal 

phases implying a. smaller photometric period than the orbital period. II Peg 

shows both direct and retrograde migrations of the phase of light minimum. 

We could identify a total of six spot groups during the period 1974-91. On 

most occasions there were two prominent spot groups present. In the case of 

V711 Tau it is found that spots are confined predominantly to two different 

latitude belts as indicated by the grouping .of the phases of light minima 
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on two independent nea.r-straight lines. UX Ari shows a secular decrease in 

the phase of light minima superposed 011 two dips of short durations during 

1976-78 and 1989-91. 

'i\Te have determined approximate lifetimes for different active regions 

from the migration of the phase of light minima. In DM UMa we find that 

the lifetime of a spot or spot group ca.n be as short as about two years. In 

V711 Tau the lifetime for a spot group is fonllci to be more than 15 years. 

Observations of II Peg indicates a lifetime of a,bout two to seven years and 

in UX Ari the lifetime is about 10 yca,rs. 

H a variation 

The H a: emission equivalent widths ill D~\'l UMa and II Peg indicate 

a modulation with the photometric phRs<:' in the sense that the emission 

equivalent, ·widt.h is more intense near the lllillin1Um of t.he photometric light 

curve. The spectra. of DM UMa obtained on the night of 1991 Jan 7 and of II 

Peg obtained 011 1990 Nov 22 show strong cyidenees for optical stellar flare. 

Though the H a emission strengths are highly variable, V711 Tau and UX 

Ari do not show any modulation with the orbital phase during the period of 

our observations. 

Numerical details 

Our model assumes that the light vmin.tion is eel,used by a limited number 

of discrete spots and arrives at best fit value'S for the vHrious spot parame

ters including the tempera.ture. YVe use the m('thod of lea.st squares using 

differential correction. We have developed a computer program to solve mul

ticolour light curves of spotted stars. In recent yea.rs several investigators 

have developed spot modelling techniques to reproduce observed light curves 

of spotted stal'S based on the approach outlined by Torres & Ferraz Mello 

(1973) and Friedemann & Gurtler (1075). In almost a.ll the cases temper

atures of the spots are fixed initially. The spot pa.rameters are derived by 

systematically varying the different parameters until acceptable approxima

tion to the observations is obtained. In the present method the presence of 
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a strict minimum in the snm of the squares of the deviations in the multi

dimensional parameter space is indicated by the absolute convergence of the 

solution on iterat.ion. The problem of choosing the final parameters from 

a set of possible values does not arise in this method because all the spot 

parameters ru'e simulta.neously optimized instead of optimizing each one in

dependently. Apart from avoiding any personal bias, this method also allows 

the sinmltalleolls determination of the spot temperature when observations 

are available in more than one wavelength ba.n(1. 

Our Fortran program is fairly general; there is no restriction either on 

the numbcr of discrete spots, or on their latitudes or longitudes; the temper

ature of the spots may be treated as either lmown, or unknown, in which case 

it may be either the same for all the spots or different for different spots. The 

determinancy of the spot parameters are indicated by their absolute conver

gence on iteration from the starting init.ial guess values; otherwise divergence 

occurs whcn the spot. area or temperat.nre finally becomes nega.tive. Our tri

a1s with synt.hetic data indicate thnt t.h(' choice of the ini tial guess values are 

not crit.ical for a.chieving the convergence of the solution. 

V·lc ha.ve applied the method to DM UMa. for which a larger database is 

available, most of which comes from the same telescope set-up thus ensuring 

minimum systematic errors. The results of modelling indicate the presence 

of spots at high latitudes at all times except in one case where there is an 

indication of an additional low latit.ude spot. Only large discrete cool spots 

are required to n~proclllce all of the photometric light curves of DM UMa; 

their radii range from 22 to 36°. Modelling shows a gradual decrease in the 

spot area. frolll 1984 onwards. The derived spot tempemtures range from 

2800 to 3720 K \'lith a mea.n value of 3400±60 K. 

43. Future prospects 

The present analysis of thf' four RS CVn systems <;onfirms that the pe

culiaities seen ill the light curve of a RS CVn star can be explained in terms 

of starspots associated with the active component of the system. However, 

the observations do not indica.te a strong relationship between the spot ac

tivity implied by the light curve and chromospheric a.ctivity implied by the 
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H a: emission equivalent width. 

The uniqueness of spot modelling is severely constrained by the following 

two parameters: (i) The inclina.tioll of the rotational axis to the line of sight 

for non-eclipsing systems, and (ii) the l11C1gnitucle of the unspotted star. The 

fact that there is always a clear rotational modulation, in most cases with 

well-defined one or two minima, indicates that most of the light variation is 

due to one or two prominent spot groups. Effectively replacing a spot or spot 

group of irregular shape by an eCluivalcnt circulm' spot may not be always 

possible. Sometimes, this would imply a. larger fl"actional area for the spots 

if it extends beyond the visible hemisphere. Note that a large fraction of 

observed light curves of spotted stars is nearly sinusoidal indicating that in 

genera.l the shape of a spot or spot group cannot be fa.r from circular. 

Doppler imaging technique is a. very powerful method of studying sta.r

spots of rapidly rota.ting stars. It exploits the correspondence betv .. reen wave

length posit.ion a.cross a rota.tionally Doppler-broadened spectral line and 

spatial position a.cross the stellar elise to derive a. two dimensional image of 

the star. Cool spots on a. rotating star produce distortions in the star's spec

tral line profiles. If the line profiles a.re dominated by rotational broadening, 

a. high degree of correlat.ion exists bet.ween the position of a given distortion 

in a. line and the stella.r longitude of the fea.ture which produces it. A high 

resolution spectrum of the line is thus, to first order, a. one dimensional image 

of the star in longitude, but completely blurred ill lat.itude. The observation 

of the star at other rotational phases provides a.dditional similar ima.ges. All 

these sets of one climensional images ('e\ll he comhinecl into a. two dimensional 

image of the sta.r provided the inclination, rc>tation period and other basic 

physical pal'Cl.meters of the star are known (Vogt et al 1987; Vogt & Hatzes' 

1990). The Doppler imaging technique is an independent method for obtain

ing the distribution of sta.rspots a.cross the stellar surface, and can be used to 

test the accura.cy and uniqueness of spot modelling based upon broadba.nd 
• 

photometry (cf. Linsky 1988). 

The observations of HS CVn stars at wide wa.velength reg,ious have given 

informa.tion on the different tempera.ture zones of the stella.r atmosphere from 

cool photospheric spots to multi-million degree eOl·ona. (Byrne et a.l. 1989 and 
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references therein). The spa.tinl ('orrespon<l('llc(' betweell the spots a.s indi

cated by the light curve and the acti,"e regions as indicated by the various 

chromospheric emission features is not we'll ('Htnblislied in ns CVn systems. 

Simultaneous multiwavelength coordinated observations, well distributed in 

rotationnl phases spread over many observing seasons, will be useful in de

termining whether spots and active regions <-11'e spatially correlated. 
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